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Campaign to stop bias
on campus launches
into phase two

Vol. 89, No. 7

Out with the old,

Ryllie Danylko
Campus Editor

Posters around campus, which feature familiar faces making
statements about why inclusion is important to them, are just one
aspect of phase two of the “Stop Bias” campaign. The Diversity
Steering Committee, comprised of John Carroll University students, faculty, staff and administrators, will launch the second
phase of the campaign on Oct. 28, in an effort to continue to work
towards a diverse, accepting and bias-free campus community.
Danielle Carter, who serves as the director for the Center for
Student Diversity and Inclusion, and is a member of the Diversity
Steering Committee, said, “Phase two allows the campus to put a
name and a face to those who support diversity and inclusion on
campus. I anticipate this phase being even more successful than
phase one because the individuals in the posters are known by a
large portion of the campus community.”
The Diversity Steering Committee was established by JCU’s
president, the Rev. Robert Niehoff, S.J., in April of 2011, with the
purpose of setting institutional goals for diversity and inclusion
as well as monitoring and assessing the progress toward these
goals, according to Carter. The committee is also responsible for
planning Celebrate Diversity Week, which will take place from
Oct. 28 to Nov. 2.
Some of the events during the week will include various workshops, a showing of the film “The Anatomy of Hate,” a Post Secret
event, a Culture Fest and prize giveaways, according to Carter.
While the first phase, which began in February, was centered
around stopping exclusion based on bias and used a hand image
to emphasize the preventative goal of the campaign, phase two
focuses more strongly on inclusion and acceptance.

								

Please see BIAS, p. 2

in with the new

Renovations to Murphy Hall will affect next year’s housing model

Photo by Zak Zippert

Abigail Rings
Staff Reporter

Murphy Hall, the home of first-year students and many
interesting stories, has been scheduled for its first-ever
renovation during the 2013-2014 academic year. The building will be completely shut down during the remodeling to
accommodate the various updates and changes to the building. The Rev. Robert Niehoff, S.J., John Carroll University’s
president, said in his announcement of the renovation that
Murphy is the “largest and most-outdated residence hall on
campus,” and the renovation will make it JCU’s “first 21st
century residence hall.”
When the project was announced and John Carroll University students learned about the closure of Murphy for the
2013-2014 academic year, many had questions and suppositions about the new living arrangements on campus.
Information about students’ on campus living options became available after Fall Break, when Lisa Brown, director
of the Office of Residence Life, spoke to the Student Union
about the new plan. After this, a campus-wide email was
sent to students to outline some of the basic restrictions and
necessities that having Murphy closed would involve.

Some of the rules for housing will remain unchanged. For
example, JCU will continue to have the two-year on campus
living requirement for freshmen and sophomores. Housing
on campus will be available to juniors and seniors, and the
majority of dorm living will be in two-person rooms.
There are a few other things that will be different. For
instance, sophomores and upperclassmen will be housed
primarily in Campion Hall, Hamlin Hall, Bernet Hall, Millor Hall and the six JCU-owned duplexes on Warrensville
Center Road. The duplexes will be included in the general
housing lottery as they were last year, according to Brown.
Freshmen will be allowed to live in Campion, Dolan,
Pacelli and Sutowski halls. There will be a limited number
of single rooms available to sophomores, juniors and seniors,
but there will be no super-singles. In addition, some triples
will be offered to students at a discounted price.
Brown said, “The triples will be placed in residence
halls that are conducive to adding an additional student to a
room.” This will economize on the available space while still
being aware of the possibility for a cramped living space,
according to Brown.
Floors for fraternities and sororities will remain in

Please see MURPHY, p. 3

Discussions in progress about a tobacco-free campus
Abbey Christopher
Staff Reporter

Photo by Zak Zippert

While smoking is currently
permitted 50 feet from campus
buildings, a complete ban may
be in the works.
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Since the Royal College of Physicians in
Great Britain first released a report about health
risks associated with tobacco in 1962, many
laws have been passed to reduce or eliminate
the amount of tobacco in public places, such
as restaurants, places of employment and
schools. Since 1995, John Carroll University
has enforced a “smoke-free campus” policy that
forbids smoking in all buildings on campus, including residence halls. This policy also requires
people who smoke to remain at least 20-50 feet
away from the entrance, in order to reduce the
exposure of nonsmokers to the carcinogens in
second-hand smoke.
However, the Student Union may try to pass
legislation prohibiting all tobacco use on campus. Student Union President Greg Petsche said,
“We are not trying to pass this [legislation] right
now, and the Student Union hasn’t officially
expressed a stance on the topic at all.”
According to Petsche, the senate Committee
on Facilities and Residence Life and Executive
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Vice President Steve Palmieri will assess the
feasibility of having an entirely tobacco-free
campus by discussing the issue with members of the faculty, staff and administration.
Palmieri and the committee will also collect
feedback from students to judge whether or
not a tobacco-free campus would be a realistic
proposition.
Many colleges and universities in Ohio
have already adopted tobacco-free policies
on their campuses, including Hocking College, Malone College and Ohio Christian
University.
Sophomores Kayley Jones and Lexi
Korczynski both like the idea of an entirely
tobacco-free campus.
Jones said, “I consider campus a public
place, like a restaurant; and since smoking
isn’t allowed in restaurants or other public
places, I don’t think it should be allowed on
campus. I think that I have a right to have
clean air.”
Korczynski agreed with Jones. “I think it’s
really annoying when I’m walking to class in
the morning, and I’m stuck behind a smoker.”

She also finds the cigarette butts all over campus to be particularly off-putting.
Korczynski added, “The area behind Millor is filled with cigarette butts, and it looks
really dirty and disgusting.”
Although both Jones and Korczynski
agreed that while the idea of an entirely
tobacco-free campus would be nice, neither
of them will become activists for the cause.
Korczynski said, “I like the idea of a tobaccofree campus, but I’m not going to start picketing about it.”
Junior Kelly Carter, agreed with this and
expressed the concern that having a totally
tobacco-free campus would be hard to enforce.
She said, “I wouldn’t mind [the legislation] because I’m not a smoker, but it would
be hard to enforce these rules because people
already break the current smoking policy,”
referring to the fact that many smokers do
not stand 20-50 feet away from the entrances
of buildings and are sometimes inconsiderate
to nonsmokers.

Please see TOBACCO, p. 2
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Campus
Briefs
Women’s club
volleyball team hosts
event at Jake’s
The women’s club volleyball team is
hosting an event at Jake’s Speakeasy on
Thursday, Oct. 25 at 8 p.m. The event will
serve as a fundraiser for the team and there
will be a $5 cover charge at the door.
Attendees must be 18 years or older, and
identification will be checked at the door.
The cover charge includes free pizza.
For more information, contact Lauren
Kluth at lkluth14@jcu.edu.

Annual KKG Kappasta
event to benefit camp
Kappa Kappa Gamma’s annual Kappasta event will take place on Sunday, Oct.
28 from 5 to 7 p.m. in the atrium of the
Dolan Center for Science and Technology.
The event is catered by Pizzazz and features
all-you-can-eat pizza, pasta and salad.
The cost is a $5 donation that will benefit Kappa Kidney Camp, a camp for children ages eight to 18 with kidney diseases.
The camp is funded and sponsored by the
Ohio chapters of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
There will be raffle prizes and entertainment during the event. For more information, contact Alexandra Cummings at
acummings14@jcu.edu.

Student Union
Executive Board and
Senate nominations,
letters due
Student Union elections are coming
up for Executive Board and senate positions. Students interested in running for
senate must submit a letter of intent by
Nov. 2. Senate campaigning begins on
Nov. 8 and runs until Nov. 15. The senate
general elections will be held on Nov. 14
and 15. Voting is completed through an
emailed link and is open to all undergraduates except seniors.
To run for an Executive Board position, students must be nominated by an
undergraduate student, and this nomination must be seconded by a Student
Union senator. Nominees must attend
a Student Union meeting on Oct. 30 to
accept their nomination. Campaigning for
Executive Board runs Oct. 30 – Nov. 8.
Executive Board platform statements are
due by Nov. 2. The elections for Executive Board will be held on Nov. 7 and 8.
For more information, contact Alexis
Mittereder at amittereder@jcu.edu.
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Homecoming gets wild in more ways than one
Students witness capybaras birth during dance
John Coughlin
The Carroll News

Needless to say, the 2012 John Carroll University Homecoming
dance got a little “wild.” In addition to its venue at the Rainforest
in the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo and a few hundred rambunctious college students, this year’s dance provided attendees with a
glimpse into the uncertainty that accompanies the world’s natural
environments. Shortly after the first busloads of eager students were
released into the Rainforest’s domain, a pregnant female capybara
unexpectedly gave birth to triplets.
“We don’t have any control over when they decide to give
birth,” Zoo spokeswoman Sue Allen told The Plain Dealer. “This
one decided to do it in the middle of Homecoming, in full view of
the partygoers.”
This event, in plain sight of the partygoers surveying the numerous exhibits on display, promptly initiated a night complete with its
own set of untamed behaviors.
The habitat where the birth took place drew an especially large
crowd because of the capybaras’ fellow inhabitant, the orangutans.
However, the only animal being discussed while exiting that exhibit
was not the primate, but rather an animal that most people did not
even know exist – capybaras.
Capybaras do, in fact, exist and have been designated as the
world’s largest rodent, weighing in at an average of 70 to 150 pounds.
Physically, the animal has a characteristic barrel-shaped body, short
head and brown-reddish fur. These herbivores, whose diet consists
mostly of grasses and aquatic plants, frequently plunge into nearby
waters and are considered semiaquatic creatures. Their hydrophilic
behaviors were exemplified that night in the Rainforest when the
infant capybaras began swimming through the aquatic area of the
habitat only a few minutes after exiting their mother’s womb.
Rainforest curators believed it best to close the exhibit for the
rest of the night, allowing the mother capybara and her offspring to
rest. The closing of the exhibit left some students disappointed upon
arrival; but there were more than enough exotic habitats on display to
keep any wandering explorer’s eyes occupied. The unforeseen birth
did not dent the students’ Homecoming expectations that had been
building with anticipation in the weeks preceding the night. Some
of the attendants welcomed this unexpected occurrence, claiming
it added yet another exciting experience that is sure to be discussed

From TOBACCO, p. 1
to nonsmokers.
However, Carter does not believe that
the Student Union can control the actions of
individuals and believes that smokers are not
that much of a problem on campus. She said,
“They [the Student Union] can’t tell people
how to live their lives all the time, and the
smokers are not really affecting anyone too
much.” She also feels that having a tobaccofree campus would be a cause for unrest
among smokers.
“There aren’t that many people who
smoke, but if this legislation is passed then
people would probably rebel. The people who
do smoke don’t want to be told what they can
and can’t do to their bodies,” said Carter.
Joe Traylor, a junior and a smoker, also
agreed with Carter. He said, “The law says you
only have to be 18 to smoke, and I only smoke
outside, so I don’t know why John Carroll
should be able to tell me differently.”
However, he also stated that a new tobacco-free policy would not change his attitude
about smoking. He said, “I’ll probably still be
able to smoke on campus anyway because a
policy like that would be too hard to enforce,
especially since a lot of the faculty and staff
smoke too.”

when recalling a night filled with boisterous music, a wild dance floor
and even a chocolate fountain. Senior J.P. Bolton, who witnessed
the births of the three capybaras, said, “It caught me off guard, but
made the night that much more memorable.”
Sophomore Brooke Squires had a similar experience. “It was
something I didn’t expect to see at Homecoming but it was a beautiful thing too,” she said.
Most would have thought that the capybaras’ story ended when
the last of the buses left the Zoo’s grounds heading back to JCU.
However, nearly three weeks later, the connection between JCU and
the capybaras remains present. In the days following the dance, when
Rainforest curators were confronted with the challenge of naming the
capybaras, they looked towards the JCU community for inspiration.
Because of the birth’s connection to JCU, they respectfully named
one John and another, Carroll.
Unfortunately, due to complications following the birth, the third
capybara did not survive – a common incident that is involved in
many capybara births. Nevertheless, there is a new family of capybaras now thriving in the Rainforest. John and Carroll are already growing and under constant watch of their parents, Budha and Shoya.

Photo by Joe Yachanin

Pictured are the two young capybaras, John and Carroll,
with their mother, Shoya, at Cleveland Metroparks Zoo.

From BIAS, p. 1
focuses more strongly on inclusion and acceptance.
Senior Curtis Walker, the student representative for the committee, emphasized that
phase two aims to humanize the campaign. “We wanted to place faces and testimonies to
the posters. We found that difficult to do with the first phase.”
Lauren Bowen, the chair of the committee, said that phase one, although it took a more
passive approach, was a success. “We did a lot of work to raise awareness on campus,
particularly among students, about what bias is – the experience of feeling excluded or
marginalized on the basis of some part of one’s identity.”
Phase one was built upon encouraging members of the community to report incidents
of bias that they witnessed or experienced on campus through an online reporting tool.
Bowen said the committee received 12 reports during phase one, which took place from
February to May of last semester. The bias reporting tool is still an important part of phase
two. Bowen said, “Since [this semester] has started, we have received reports steadily, and
we’ve been able to respond promptly.”
Students have been supportive of the initiative and campaign, and most have seen the
posters in their various locations around campus.
Junior Katie Kiliany said, “I don’t know if posters alone are going to be a ton of help, but
I think it’s good to bring awareness.” She added that Celebrate Diversity Week is valuable
in furthering this awareness. Senior Frances Csarny, a resident assistant, has gone through
training related to diversity and bias and thinks the bias reporting tool is a good resource.
Walker, who appears on one of the posters, said that the second phase aims to spread
the word to a greater number of the campus population. “With phase two, we hope to reach
more members of our campus community,” he said. “We want the posters and the campaign
all over campus, not just in offices and the hallways outside our classrooms.”
Bowen said that the posters will change every month and will feature various members
of the committee. “That will hopefully generate some conversation about why inclusion
is worth the work,” she said.

Campus Safety Log
October 16, 2012
Menacing was reported at 3:24 p.m. in the cafeteria.

October 21, 2012
Criminal mischief was reported at 8:07 a.m.

October 19, 2012
Criminal mischief was reported at 12:08 a.m. in Millor Hall and at 2 a.m in Murphy Hall.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information, contact x1615.
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Get to know....Lord Edwin Jesus Carreon
Carreon is the new assistant director of Residence Life for residential education.

What brought you to JCU?
Seldom in life you come across opportunities that are “perfect.” For me, coming to John Carroll was, and
remains [so, allowing me] to use my unique gifts and talents to serve the students and the University, and in
turn surrender myself to the people and experiences that come my way. The responsibilities of my position
align with my professional interests and goals, and having the ability to carry these out in value-filled,
mission-driven ways excites me.
What is your favorite thing about JCU so far?
The RAs are my favorite thing about JCU. Now, I know my bias is clearly coming through here. I was moved
by the warmth they showed in welcoming me into the Blue and Gold fold, and [I] am continually amazed by
the energy, care, maturity, persistence and grace they consistently display in their daily lives as student leaders.
What is your favorite food on the Inn Between menu?
I thoroughly enjoy the Millor on thick-cut wheat. It’s such a great balance of flavors!
Photo courtesy of Lord Edwin Jesus Carreon

Where are you originally from?

The San Francisco Bay Area is home for me. However, I was an Army brat and moved quite a bit growing up, having attended high school in South Korea
and middle school in Germany.
What kind of music do you like?
While I enjoy good music, I also appreciate great singers. I think Celine Dion, Stevie Nicks, Whitney Houston, Josh Groban and Mariah Carey are talented
vocalists. Michael Jackson, however, is my favorite recording artist.

– Compiled by Spencer German

Res Life reveals housing plans for ‘13-’14 school year
From MURPHY, p. 1
Hamlin and Campion halls as long as the organizations continue to meet their floor requirements. Greek organizations will be given more specific information about who can live on
their floors at a later date.
For students who are studying abroad next fall, the living situation will be a little tricky, but
manageable with the help of the Office of Residence Life. The option of freezing or holding a
bed for students traveling in fall of 2013 will not be available. Res Life is willing to work with
students to find a solution and suggests that students find a group of three – one person who is
staying on campus all year, one studying abroad in the fall and one traveling in the spring.
Residence Life anticipates that, under these conditions, JCU will be able to house about
90 percent of the upperclassmen that want to live on campus. This means that they have
projected that about 40 upperclassmen may have to seek alternative housing next year. Res
Life plans to offer information about places to rent and how to live off-campus on its website
starting in November.
The remodel is projected to be finished for the 2014-2015 academic year. If Murphy is
not finished for the 2014-2015 academic year, Brown said the issue will be addressed at that
time.
“The facilities staff, the architects and the construction team are working diligently to
ensure the project is completed,” Brown said.
Students seem to have mixed feelings about the renovation of Murphy. Many upperclassmen
are worried about not being able to live on campus, and it appears as though housing will be
a very sensitive issue come February.
Most students agree that Murphy needs to be changed and updated.
Sophomore Tim Ficke said, “Murphy is in desperate need of renovation because of the
years of abuse it has gone through.”
Junior Alexis Park also thinks the renovation is necessary. “Being in the building before, I
feel bad for those who have to live in there,” she said. “ It smells really bad, and the interior
is an eyesore. Because of its deteriorating state, it also makes students believe it’s okay to tear
the building apart or leave messes.”

25

Students did seem a little irritated about Greek floors still being available. Sophomore
Eleanor Axson said, “I think it is alright that Greek life can keep their floors, so long as those
floors are filled to capacity. It does bother me that Greek upperclassmen are pretty much
guaranteed housing and other upperclassmen are not.”
Park noted that she thought it was okay for Greek life to keep their floors, but she can
understand why people would be upset about the advantage upperclassmen in fraternities and
sororities have.
Others think that it is good for Greek Life to keep their floors. Sophomore Kara Mihalic
said that because Greek Life pays dues and puts a lot of money into their floors, they should
be able to keep them. Freshman Chris Barthan agreed. “I think it is essential that Greek Life
gets to keep their floor, because they emphasize the point of brotherhood or sisterhood. To
keep those values, I think it is important that everyone in the fraternity or sorority live together,” he said.
Some students think that the new housing is unfair for those studying abroad. Park noted
that she thinks that it is going to be a “pain to deal with” for students studying abroad.
Mihalic added, “I don’t think [the rules for studying abroad are] fair; they shouldn’t have
to worry about what they are going to do when they come back. They can’t sign a lease and
pay for a house for only half a year.”
Overall, students are worried about their chances of actually getting housing. Many do not
want to end up being in the group of people pushed off campus.
“I am nervous that I will be one of the people who will be forced to find off campus housing. I think that the University should offer compensation for the inconvenience to those who
wish to live on campus but are forced off; even though they will not have to pay room and
board, they will still have to pay for rent, a commuter meal plan, additional food and transportation,” Axson said.
The renovation of Murphy is going to change the living situation on campus next year, and
students will have to be open and flexible as Res Life works out the details. But the newly
improved Murphy should be worth the trouble, according to Brown.
“While the renovation will create some challenges for a short period of time, the end result
will be a residence hall that will enhance the overall student experience for years to come,”
said Brown.

Campus Calendar : Oct. 25 – Oct. 31
Thursday

Institute of Catholic
Studies lecture with
the Rev. Patrick J.
Conroy, S.J., at 7:30
p.m. in the LSC
Conference Room.

26

Friday

“The Lakefront
Ghost Tour” haunted
tour of Cleveland;
leaves campus at 5
p.m. and returns at
10 p.m.

27

Saturday

Cedar Point
HalloWeekends trip,
sponsored by SUPB;
leaves campus at
9 a.m. and returns at
1 a.m.

28

Sunday

29

Monday

Make a Difference Day Celebrate Diversity
food collection from Week begins.
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Participants will travel doorto-door to collect bags
of food.

30

Tuesday

Halloween-themed
dodgeball tournament
in the Intramural
Gym at 10 p.m.

31

Wednesday

Hallowiener event on
the Hamlin/Campion
quad from 5 to 7 p.m.
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Actors shine in one-act series

PLAY REVIEW

PLAY REVIEW

PLAY REVIEW

“The Jewish Wife”

“Talk to Me Like the Rain...

“Math for Actors”

Fall 2012 Marinello
One Act Series

And Let Me Listen”

Matthew Hribar
Staff Reporter

Last week, the Tim Russert
Department of Communication &
Theatre Arts presented three one
acts for their fall 2012 line up. The
plays were wonderfully executed
and revolved around a continuous
theme of working through relationships.
“The Jewish Wife,” directed
by senior Sara Abbott, is about
one woman’s struggle to leave her
husband for her own safety during
the months leading up to World
War II. Sophomore Marie Bshara
took on the role of Judith Keith, the
housewife who fears for her safety.
When Bshara’s character has to call
her friends to explain her soon-to-be
departure, she has every moment, expression and bodily posture perfectly
ready, which makes her presence a
relatable reality.
Senior William Linville, who plays
Bshara’s husband, comes in at the end
with a slight lack of inflection that
seems to make the ending a little more
obscure: pointing more into a direction
of contemplation or frustration than
that of tragedy. The delivery was confusing in the end, causing the audience
to not be able to pinpoint which set of
emotions was to be on stage.

The Carroll News

“Talk To Me Like The Rain…
And Let Me Listen,” directed by Bo
Smith, was perhaps the highlight of
the three plays. Junior Emily Stolfer
and senior Owen Timlin played a
couple that danced around themes
that revolved around their own
depressions. Timlin’s character revealed an aggressive streak and not
only told, but showed Stolfer and the
audience what pain and torture he
was living with on a daily basis.
What’s so brilliant about the play,
the acting and direction of this version, is that the ambiguity keeps the
audience from knowing exactly what
Timlin’s character does for a living.
The blocking showcased the
character’s many dimensions, allowing the actors to not only develop a
connection with one another, but the
audience as well
Stolfer’s monologue about leaving and heading to a beach to remain
on the shore, hidden from anyone
she knows for eternity, is spellbinding and bound to give anyone
goosebumps. Her depression goes
hand-in-hand with Timlin’s volatility
and combines into a perfect circle
around the audience. Stolfer and
Timlin capture the audience into
focusing completely and solely on
their story.

The only comedy in the bunch,
“Math For Actors,” directed by Ali
Karolczak, was certainly the funniest and most animated. Sophomore
Liz Malloy and senior J.P. Bolton
played a great back-and-forth banter
concerning love, math and theater.
Bolton’s simple cheek-and-tongue
response captivated the audience,
and Malloy’s frustration was relatable. The comic timing seems almost
natural to these two, as they throw out
math problems and wrong answers
like a battleground.
As the play goes on, flirtatious romance begins to blossom. Malloy and
Bolton put on such a romance that
one might expect to see them holding
hands backstage. Malloy and Bolton’s coy high-school romance works
very well in delivering this comedy,
playing up the juvenile tendencies
that Bolton holds onto, including his
“thespian” characteristics.
The slightly predictable ending is
delivered with such compassion and
humor that you don’t mind the small
clichés and focus instead on the cute
energy that emanates from Malloy
and Bolton. This play gave a great
ending to a series of one-acts that
were powerful, intimate and asked
whether relationships can work in a
variety of time and settings.

wood, Jacqueline Humphries and
Henrique Oliveira. Thea Spittle,
MOCA’s visitor services coordinator, said that the museum has
experienced a positive response
from artists commissioned to design
pieces for the new institution. Three
pieces of artwork had their world
premier in the space, and many
of the creators attended events
in Cleveland during the opening
weekend of the museum.
The MOCA building, which
features a Kulas Landing, is 34,000
square feet. It was designed by
architect Farshid Moussavi and
cost $27.2 million to build. Kristin
Thomas-Smith, education coordinator and visitor services associate
for MOCA, commented on the steel
exterior paneling, saying that it was
meant to reflect the community surrounding the museum.
Smith said that MOCA’s location and transparent entryways
encourage all pedestrians to become
a part of the architecture, offering a more inclusive atmosphere
than most other art institutions.
The glass doors throughout the
building allow patrons to see

how a museum is run, making
the entire building a part of the
artwork.
The museum also features
many types of contemporary art,
with an audio-visual room and
upcoming exhibitions featuring
contemporary musicians.
MOCA engages the wider
Cleveland community by reviewing unsolicited submissions from Cuyahoga, Lorain,
Medina, Summit, Portage,
Geauga and Lake county artists.
The museum also seeks
to increase the exploration of
contemporary art in Northeast
Ohio by inviting curators and
artists from around the nation
and globe to hold public lectures at MOCA, according to
Photo by Sarah Whittington
The Museum of Contemporary Art attracts museum-goers of all
their website.
Smith said the museum is very ages to its exhibits.
universal: “It is truly exciting to
work here. I love educating such interrupted by a group of children an audio tour with comments by
a large range of audience members; coming to tour the museum, which the artists themselves.
Altogether, the Museum of Conthe fact that we attract preschool- brought a wide smile to her face.
Admission is $8 general, $6 for temporary Art offers Clevelanders
ers to seniors is really amazing,”
seniors and $5 for students. The a chance to explore modern art in
she said.
Here, Smith’s interview was museum features staff tours and an innovative, welcoming space.

Photo by Sara Abbott

“The Jewish Wife”

Photo by Alexandra Higl

“Talk to Me Like the Rain...
And Let Me Listen”

Photo by Alexandra Higl

“Math for Actors”

MOCA adds to Cleveland’s renowned artistic center

Abbey Vogel

The Carroll News

Many view Cleveland as a city
that is past its heyday. However,
despite its struggling sports teams
and small number of skyscrapers,
Cleveland is a city that is vibrant
with artistic relevance. Indeed, the
Cleveland Orchestra is ranked seventh in the world by Gramophone
magazine, and PlayhouseSquare is
the second-largest theater district in
the United States, behind New York
City’s Lincoln Center. Now, added
to these already-impressive credentials, is the newly opened Museum
of Contemporary Art, a creation that
reveals the continued strength of
Cleveland’s artistic center.
The novel Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) is located
between University Circle and the
rising Uptown district in Cleveland.
The museum, which opened Oct. 8
of this year, attracted 5,000 patrons
in its opening weekend, with 1,900
visitors in the 11 days to follow.
The museum features pieces from
local, national and international
artists, including Barry Under-

Entertainment Calendar

Check out what’s happening in Cleveland this week!
10.25

Boo at the Zoo

Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
6-9 p.m.
$8

10.26

Flobots

The Grog Shop
9 p.m.
$15

10.27

The Imaginary Invalid
The Hanna Theatre at
PlayhouseSquare
8 p.m.
$15

10.28

Cleveland Browns vs.
San Diego Chargers

Cleveland Browns Stadium
1 p.m.
$47
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Fall for the foodie: college style
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Easy Recipes for dorm and apartment living

As the little red line on the thermometer rapidly drops
day after day and the sweaters and scarves make their way
out of hiding, nothing says warm and cozy like a classic fall
recipe. From the aroma of fresh-baked apple pie triggering
memories to your childhood kitchen adventures with mom,
to the warm and tingly sensation of gripping a Starbucks
coffee, fall and food have forever gone hand in hand.
Are you eager to unleash your inner Rachel Ray and
put your culinary skills to work, but feel disheartened by
the fact that your kitchen consists of nothing but a mini
fridge and microwave? Not to worry; these simple recipes,
geared towards the poor college student with minimal
cooking skills and a “kitchen” unworthy of the name, are
a spin on fall favorites.

– Compiled by Alexandra Higl
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Hot Caramel Apple Cider
Got a case of the fall jitters and too antsy to wait for your hot beverage
in those long Starbucks lines? Try out this beverage recipe from
foodiewithfamily.com.
6 ounces (3/4 of a cup) fresh apple cider
1 tablespoon dulce de leche or caramel sauce
Whipped cream
Directions: Heat apple cider in a saucepan or in the
microwave just until steaming. Stir in a generous
tablespoon of dulce de leche or caramel sauce until
it is completely melted. Top the cider with whipped
cream just before serving.

Pick-Up Line
of the Week

“You’re so beautiful that I
forgot my pick-up line.”
Have a pick-up line you’d like to share with us? Submit it to ahigl15@jcu.edu.
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JCU students reminisce favorite Halloween costumes

senior lauren vine said
her favorite halloween
costume as a kid was pippi
longstockings.

Sophomore paul mullin’s
favorite halloween
costume as a kid was
captain underpants.

Sophomore tommy
collins always loved
turning into spider-man
on oct. 31.

Junior ken clar loved
being the blue power
ranger for halloween.
Sophomore drew kostiuk
said his go-to costume
as a kid was none other
than harry potter.
Photos from familyfun.go.com, toppartyideas.com, halloweencostumes.com, costume31.com, jonathanshipley.blogspot.com, psdgraphics.com

Nickelodeon strikes out with ‘Fun Size’
‘Tween’ partying and Halloween fall short in new film

MOVIE REVIEW
“FUN SIZE”

Brynne Deppas
Catie Kirsch
The Carroll News

The Nickelodeon film “Fun Size” fell
short in an attempt to reach both teen and
“tween” audiences. The content of the film
focused on underage partying and suggestive
sexual behavior that makes it borderline inappropriate for Nickelodeon’s target audience
and uncomfortable for parents accompanying
their children.

The movie follows Wren DeSantis, played by
Nickelodeon’s Victoria Justice, having to watch
her younger brother, Albert, on Halloween, instead of going to the most talked-about party in
school. Hilarity ensues when DeSantis loses her
younger brother (dressed as a one-armed Spider
Man) while trick-or-treating. Albert, or “Spidey,”
has the time of his life encountering new people,
tricks and treats on his Halloween adventure.
Wren, with the help of her three friends, spends
the night on a wild goose chase, facing several
obstacles and moments of humiliation while trying to find Albert.
Albert was easily relatable as the typical pestering and prank-pulling little brother. However,
throughout the entire movie he only mumbled
two words. The majority of the time he
used adorable facial expressions, hysterical
dance moves and crazy actions to speak for
him and cause audience members to fall in
love with him.
“Fun Size” portrays the typical and expected high school
stereotypes. They
were all easy to
match and see
throughout the
movie. Scenes at
the high school
Halloween party
closely mimicked
scenes from the
popular movie
“Mean Girls.”
There were the
ignorant parents,
jocks, promiscuous costumes and
Photo form filmofilia.com u n d e r a g e d r i n k -

ing. Also like “Mean Girls,” the most
popular and hottest guy in school was the
center of the party and ironically fell for
the unpopular girl, Wren.
The predictable plot didn’t leave much
room for surprise throughout the film.
The majority of the humor was aimed at
a younger audience. However, there were
some jokes and inappropriate scenes that
would have parents questioning whether
this movie would be more appropriate for
an older audience.
Late night talk show host Chelsea
Handler played single mother Joy DeSantis. DeSantis, who dates a man half her
age, is confused and grieving the loss of
her husband and father of her children.
Throughout the film, Joy doesn’t reflect
Handlers’ normal inappropriate behavior
you see on her late night show. Audiences
may struggle to connect with this character because she is played by Handler, a
known crude comic.
Putting the humor aside, the film did
a great job in making a grieving family
looking to reconnect relatable to all audiences. The vulnerability of these scenes
provided the audience with a greater understanding of the characters.
The coolest part about this movie
is that it was filmed and takes place in
Cleveland. It was fun to see several Cleveland landmarks in the film and even see
some local faces as extras. If you want to
see a movie that appeals to your innerchild or one that takes place in our own
backyard, then “Fun Size” is the perfect
light-hearted movie for the Halloween
season.

Celebrity
tweet of
the week
As Cardinal
fans, the Sklar
brothers give
a dig at Albert
Pujols for leaving
St. Louis, the
team now in the
playoffs.

“Somewhere
Pujols is in a
room laughing
to his money.
#12in12”

Photo from luchavavoom.com
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Defense leads the way for JCU in 28-23 win over ONU
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Two late goal-line stands give the Blue Streaks a narrow victory at home
Joe Ginley

Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

2012-13 NBA
season predictions

Summer has passed, fall is nearing its end and unfortunately, winter
is on its way. You’d be hard pressed
to find anyone who dislikes the
winter weather as much as I do,
but there is one thing that gets me
through those slush-filled, windy
winter months: basketball season.
Therefore, let me be the first to
say, welcome back, NBA. Without
further adieu, here are my season
predictions for the upcoming NBA
season.
MVP: Kevin Durant, Oklahoma City Thunder. For the second
straight season, I’m taking KD to
win the MVP. He’s the best player
on planet Earth not named LeBron
James, and the scary part is that he’s
only 24 years old. Durant is a safe
pick to win MVP for this year and
any season in the near future.
Sixth man of the year: Jason
Terry, Boston Celtics. Terry left
the Mavericks during the offseason
and signed with the Celtics to fill
the void that was left by Ray Allen
going to Miami. Terry signing with
Boston was easily one of the most
underrated moves of the off-season,
and he’ll add more experience, outside shooting and depth to a Celtics
team that will need it.
Defensive player of the year:
Dwight Howard, Los Angeles Lakers. The newly acquired center made
his Lakers debut this past Sunday in
a preseason game against the Sacramento Kings – and he looked really
good. Howard won this award three
straight years from 2009-11. Had he
not been injured in 2012, forcing
him to get back surgery over the
summer, he probably would have
won it again. Howard will have a
significant impact on shoring up an
aging Lakers defense.
Most-improved Player: Kyrie
Irving, Cleveland Cavaliers. As impressive as Irving was in his rookie
season, he’s only scratched the surface in terms of his potential. Those
who have watched Irving play at all
know that he’s about as talented as
they come, and he’s still got room
to grow. Mark my words: Irving will
be considered a top-15 player in the
NBA by the end of the season.
Rookie of the year: Anthony
Davis, New Orleans Hornets. The
unibrow himself will help revitalize
the lowly Hornets while he’s on his
way to becoming a dominant big
man. This kid is going to be special,
and his rookie season will be a fun
one to watch. Playing with Eric
Gordon and fellow rookie Austin
Rivers won’t hurt, either.
NBA Finals champion: Oklahoma City Thunder over the Miami
Heat in seven games. These two
teams met in the Finals last season
and have the makeup to meet in the
Finals every year for the next few
seasons, at least. This time around,
the Thunder get revenge in a classic
seven-game series.
Follow @ZachMentz on
Twitter or email him at
zmentz14@jcu.edu

Assistant Sports Editor

As the Blue Streaks proved in
a 28-23 triumph over Ohio Northern University on Saturday, Oct.
20, revenge is a dish best served
with heavy doses of Mark Myers,
Jimmy King, Kevin Cope and the
Greenwood brothers. A stellar
performance by the JCU defense
led the way, as the unit posted two
impressive goal-line stands to give
the team its first victory over the
Polar Bears since 2005.
Retribution was on the minds
of the Blue Streaks, as they prepared for their OAC foes. JCU
defensive tackle Michael Green’s
message written on his taped wrist
best summed up the squad’s feelings: “Redemption: Take It.” After
falling in heartbreaking fashion to
ONU last season, JCU was eager to
jump on the Polar Bears early and
achieve a blowout win for the fourth
consecutive game.
But ONU came roaring out of
the gate and dashed those hopes, as
its defense intercepted sophomore
quarterback Mark Myers on JCU’s
opening drive. When the Blue
Streaks got the ball back, a high
snap over Myers’ head gave the Polar Bears a safety. After the ensuing
punt, quarterback Tate Humphrey
led his offense down the field and
helped ONU extend its lead to 9-0
with a 1-yard run.
The Blue Streaks’ potent offensive attack soon struck back. Myers
led the offense down the field on a
quick drive, which was completed
by a 20-yard touchdown reception
by junior Alex Kline from Myers. After watching JCU assistant
coach Tom Zagorski and fullback
Anthony D’Aurizio exchange their
customary chest bump after the extra point, it appeared as if the Blue
and Gold were ready to take back
the lead. But a 51-yard touchdown
strike from Humphrey to receiver
Frank Thien ended any hopes of
ONU succumbing the lead easily.

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information

Senior Sean Kuenzig dives into the end zone for one of
his two touchdowns in JCU’s 28-23 triumph over the Polar
Bears. It was the team’s first victory over ONU since 2005.
Faced with a 16-7 deficit early
in the second quarter, Myers and
the JCU offense answered with a
methodical, 15-play, 95-yard drive.
Senior Sean Kuenzig ran the ball
into the end zone from three yards
to again bring the Blue Streaks to
within two points. ONU’s punter
then juggled a punt, giving JCU
great field position. On the next play,
junior running back Randy Greenwood hurled a 29-yard touchdown
pass to his brother, Aramis, on a
halfback pass play, giving JCU a
21-16 lead.
The Blue Streaks started the

second half like they ended the first.
Randy Greenwood blocked ONU’s
punt on their first possession of
the half, to give the JCU offense a
golden opportunity to score from
the ONU 20-yard line. Kuenzig
again helped the Blue Streaks
capitalize, pounding the ball into
the end zone for a 28-16 lead. The
relentless JCU defense remained on
the prowl, forcing a Tate Humphrey
fumble. The Blue and Gold’s offense remained dominant, as Myers
connected with Lane Robilotto on
a 59-yard bomb to set up the Blue
Streaks deep in Polar Bear territory.

The drive stalled, however, setting
up Kresimir Ivkovic for a 30-yard
field goal attempt, which the sophomore barely missed.
ONU’s offense came alive again
late in the third quarter, as signal
caller Humphrey completed a 12yard TD pass to Justin Wilson to
narrow the lead to 28-23. In the
fourth quarter, the name of the game
became defense. The Polar Bear
offense bent the JCU defense but
could not break it throughout the
final period. The ONU quarterback
slowly drove his team down the
field to the JCU 6-yard line for first
and goal midway through the final
quarter. The Blue and Gold would
allow the Polar Bears to grind their
way to the 1-yard line, but stopped
them there on fourth and goal.
The JCU coaching staff was
content to kill time off the clock by
handing the ball to running backs
Kuenzig, Greenwood and senior
DaQuan Grobsmith. The trio was
successful, leaving ONU at its own
35-yard line with 2:17 left. The Polar Bears worked their way to JCU’s
4-yard line with 4 seconds remaining. The hearts of the nearly 2,500
JCU faithful pounded as Tate Humphrey lined up opposite the Blue
Streaks’ defense. JCU defensive
coordinator Brian Cochran dialed
up a blitz, which almost allowed the
defense to sack Humphrey. But the
quarterback somehow got the pass
off, which flew into the trustworthy
hands of linebacker Kevin Cope for
the game-sealing interception.
JCU head coach Regis Scafe was
pleased to secure the critical victory,
which brings the team to 5-2 (4-2 in
the OAC).
“It was a huge win. Maybe it
was because we hadn’t beaten them
since 2005, but we had trouble putting them away,” said Scafe. “It is
a huge weight off of our shoulders
and one large step to improve from
last season. More importantly, close
games like this really bring a team
together.”

Blue Streaks fall to ONU 2-0 in key OAC game
JCU allows a pair of goals in second half; Contrascier gets red card

Beckie Reid
Staff Reporter

Competing for first place in
the OAC, nationally ranked Ohio
Northern University pulled out a
victory over John Carroll University on Saturday morning. The loss
sent the Blue Streaks to third place,
while Wilmington College snuck
into second.

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information

Kevin McKamish dribbles the
ball down the field. Despite his
best efforts, JCU lost to ONU.

The first half remained scoreless
due to the skilled goalkeeping of
ONU’s Erin Waehner and JCU’s Carl
Contrascier.
JCU owned the first half of the
game, taking more shots (5-4) and
corners (3-2). The Polar Bears retaliated back from half, putting two goals
on the board.
Although it was the Polar Bears’
senior night, freshman Keegan Ross
started off the scoring for the Polar
Bears in the 48th minute, with senior
Chris Matejka earning the second
goal in the 74th minute on a penalty
kick.
JCU had four saves by the goal,
while ONU kept up with one. Yet, in
the 73rd minute, senior Carl Contrascier took a red card. Fellow senior
goalkeeper Geoff Bloom substituted
and finished the game. Contrascier
will sit out the upcoming game.
The Blue Streaks fell to third place
in the conference, with a record of
8-6-2 (4-1-2 in OAC play), and the
Polar Bears 16-2 (7-0 OAC).

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information

Sophomore Brian Potocnik takes the ball down the pitch.
Potocnik managed three shots in JCU’s 2-0 loss to the Polar
Bears on Saturday, Oct. 20.
From here, the Blue and Gold Wednesday, Oct. 24 at 4 p.m. at Don
will play their last regular season Shula Stadium. Results, statistics
game this coming Saturday, Oct. 27 and box scores can be found online
on the road against the Wilmington at www.jcusports.com. The Blue
College Quakers.
Streaks could be seeded anywhere
Editor’s Note: The Blue Streaks between the second and fifth seed
played Heidelberg University on with the upcoming games.
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Akerly scores lone goal, McDonald brilliant as JCU extends unbeaten streak to five

The Polar Bears of ONU clearly had
a home-field advantage. JCU sophomore
goalie Haley McDonald just about had to
stand on her head for some of her saves, but
On Saturday, Oct. 20, the Blue Streaks, she came up big and held the Polar Bears
having won or tied their last four games, scoreless for the first half. The Blue Streaks
took their undefeated streak into Ada, Ohio were only able to put one shot on net in the
to take on OAC preseason favorite Ohio first half and vowed to turn up the intensity
Northern University. Both teams played in the second half.
an extremely tough and competitive game,
Although ONU kept up the tempo and
but in the end, each could only put one in kept firing shots, JCU was eventually the
the back of the net, with the game finishing first to put a goal up on the board. In the
in a 1-1 tie.
62nd minute, sophomore forward Kay Akerly scored her
ninth goal of the
season from 15
feet out, to give
the Blue Streaks
the unexpected
lead.
Then, no
more than five
minutes later, in
the 66th minute,
star reserve for
the Polar Bears,
Sami Atkinson,
finally finished
one for the home
Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information
team. The Blue
Starting midfielder Kelly Kertis, shown here dribbling the ball
Streaks stepped
down the field, provided one shot in JCU’s 1-1 tie against ONU.
up their defense

Jake Hirschmann
Staff Reporter

after the tying goal
and kept the score
even heading into
overtime.
In the overtime
periods, neither
team was really
able to put a good
shot on net, and at
the end of the day,
they settled for a
1-1 tie. The final
shot count was
an overwhelming
34-6 in favor of
Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information
ONU, but thanks
to some great play Goalie Haley McDonald was nearly flawless for the Blue Streaks,
and 14 saves by saving 14 out of 15 shots on goal in JCU’s 1-1 tie on Saturday,
M c D o n a l d , t h e Oct. 20 on the road against the Polar Bears..
Blue Streaks were
able to extend their undefeated streak to five ington on Saturday, Oct. 27, JCU has their
in conference play.
work cut out for them in order to obtain a
After the game, McDonald said, “It was high seed in the OAC tournament.
a tough game, but we stuck with them until
Editor’s Note: The Blue and Gold dethe end. We never gave up. Now we can look feated Heidelberg University at home at
to work for the OAC Tournament.”
Don Shula Stadium on Tuesday, Oct. 23
The Blue Streaks look to finish up con- by a final score of 4-1. JCU sophomore
ference play strongly, with just two games Kay Akerly led the Blue Streaks’ offense,
left before the OAC Tournament. They are netting a hat trick, which helped them beat
currently tied for fourth in the standings the visiting ‘Berg. Results, statistics and
with Mount Union and Wilmington. And box scores can be found online at www.
with their last game coming against Wilm- jcusports.com.

Comeback falters as JCU volleyball falls to ONU, 3-1
Blue Streaks cannot come back from 2-0 deficit, fail to capture first OAC victory
Gabriella Kreuz
Staff Reporter

Postseason hopes are looking grim for the
John Carroll University volleyball team after
a tough loss to Ohio Northern University on
Friday night at the DeCarlo Varsity Center. A
3-1 loss to the Polar Bears puts their record
at 0-7 in the Ohio Athletic Conference. However, the Blue Streaks did not go quietly.
Cat and mouse is the only way to sum
up the first set of the night between JCU
and Ohio Northern. The Polar Bears had an
early 3-0 lead, but the Blue and Gold quickly
closed the gap. As the match progressed, the
Blue Streaks continued to stay on the tail of

the Polar Bears, matching their every move.
With the score even at 16-16, Ohio Northern
went on a four-point run to make it 19-15.
JCU responded with its own surge, tying the
score back up at 19, largely due to the efforts
of junior outside hitter Teresa Noewer. Ohio
Northern fought back with four of the last five,
however, to take set one, 25-21.
Ohio Northern took full control in game
two, jumping out to a 14-1 lead. The Blue
Streaks struggled to find the rhythm they had
going into game one, and the Polar Bears
sailed to a 25-9 win behind Kaitlann Hogrefe
(eight total kills).
In game three, the Blue Streaks bounced

back with some spark, as they had early leads
of 8-3 and 15-10. Freshman Sarah Orlandi,
who finished the match with 13 kills, executed
three of them in this set. Despite a 22-14 JCU
lead, the Polar Bears played catch up to close
the gap to as close as 23-24. Junior Charlotte
Sykora knew what to do in the pressurepacked situation, delivering a kill that earned
the JCU game point, 25-23 final.
After John Carroll closed to 13-11 on
an ace by Sara Kaminski in set four, Ohio
Northern scored eight of the next 11 points,
and the Blue Streaks never recovered. With
the 25-15 final tally, the Polar Bears took the
crucial set and the match. Despite the loss, the

Blue Streaks were able to walk away knowing
they didn’t hand it over easy.
“ONU is a really good team; we went in
and gave them a taste of their own medicine,
and they definitely weren’t expecting it,” said
junior outside hitter Letty Barbi.
“We put up a strong fight right in the first
set, and they were surprised by it. We didn’t
win, but taking a set from them definitely feels
good,” Barbi stated.
Editor’s Note: The Blue Streaks, who fell
to 10-17, will prepare to take on Heidelberg
University on Tuesday night in Tiffin, Ohio.
Results, box scores and game summaries
can be found at www.jcusports.com.

Streaks of the Week

				
Football		
		

Soccer

Soccer

Volleyball

Football

Kevin Cope
sophomore

Haley McDonald
sophomore

Brian Potocnik
sophomore

Teresa Noewer
junior

Randy Greenwood
senior

The linebacker racked up
12 tackles, 2.5 tackles for loss,
a fumble recovery and the
game-sealing interception in
JCU’s 28-23 victory over the
Polar Bears. The playmaker is
third in the OAC in tackles (66)
and tackles for loss (11).

The goaltender turned away
14 ONU shots on goal, helping the Blue and Gold to tie
the Polar Bears, 1-1. McDonald helped to lengthen
JCU’s unbeaten streak to five.
McDonald is now 8-5-3 on the
season.

The Aurora, Ohio native
led the Blue Streaks with
three shots, two on goal, in
JCU’s 2-0 road loss to the
Polar Bears. The sophomore
midfielder has been a key part
of the team thus far this season,
with 12 points on the year.

Noewer led the charge
for the Blue and Gold in the
squad’s 3-1 loss to ONU on
Friday, Oct. 19. She helped
JCU battle back time and time
again, contributing nine kills,
30 total attacks and 15 digs, but
it was not enough for the win.

The running back contributed in multiple ways for JCU
in a 28-23 win over ONU.
Greenwood threw a 29-yard
touchdown pass to his brother,
Aramis, and also blocked
a punt to set JCU up for a
touchdown.
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The trainer of many famous athletes is JCU’s new strength and conditioning coach
Zach Mentz

that not everybody gets. I just try to instill in
the athlete to take advantage of the opportunity to get better.

Sports Editor

When it comes to athletics, John Carroll
University boasts some of the most successful
and competitive teams in all of the Ohio Athletic Conference. While you may notice the
impressive performances that take place on
the field or court, you probably didn’t notice
the man behind the scenes who helps keep all
Blue Streaks athletes in tip-top shape.
That man is Tim Robertson, John Carroll’s
strength and conditioning coach. Robertson
works with hundreds of Blue Streaks athletes, ranging from the men’s and women’s
basketball teams to the wrestling, football,
baseball and softball teams. In the near future,
Robertson will also be working with the track
and field, cross country and lacrosse teams
here at JCU as well.
When he’s not working with athletes here
at JCU, Robertson spends much of his time
at his own business, Speed Strength Systems. Through his business, he has worked
at the NFL Combine and trained hundreds
of professional athletes, including LeBron
James, Donte Whitner, Nenê and John Carroll
alumnus London Fletcher.
Robertson was hired in November of 2011
to work with athletes here on campus; and
that’s a good thing, to say the least, for the athletes. Because when it comes to strength and
conditioning, not many coaches have quite as
impressive of a resumé as Robertson.
The Carroll News had the opportunity
to talk to the new strength and conditioning
coach at JCU and discussed his career and
plans for the school’s program.
The Carroll News: How did you originally become interested in the profession of
being a strength and conditioning coach?
Tim Robertson: Well, I was always involved in athletics. I actually played for [JCU
men’s basketball] coach [Mike] Moran at St.
Joseph’s High School here in Cleveland and
was always involved in sports. I got involved
in the exercise physiology and exercise science curriculum, and it was a no-brainer for
me. As an undergraduate I started working
with the strength coach at Dayton as a student
assistant for him, and then I worked in sports
medicine and strength and conditioning performance arena for about five years. Then
I went to graduate school, got my master’s
degree and was a graduate assistant strength
coach at Ohio University.
CN: Besides the classes you took and the
curriculum, did you do any extracurricular
work outside of the classroom to get jumpstarted in this field of work?
TR: Not really, no. I didn’t play any college sports, which I regret, not playing football at Dayton. I just was proactive and was a
sponge to the strength coach at Dayton at the

CN: Is there a particular motto or key
piece of advice that you always give your
athletes?
TR: Not really. I stress nutrition a lot, and
I’m always telling them to take care of their
bodies and eat healthy. Once again, it’s not just
short-term, but we’re looking for long-term
health benefits. If I can influence somebody
to stay healthy and stay in shape not just when
they are an athlete, but indefinitely, then I’ve
done my job. Everybody comes from a different background, and you just try to do your
best to get them going. I don’t have a cliché
or anything like that; I just want everybody
to get better.
CN: When it comes to strength and conditioning, I think the common misconception is
that it’s just lifting. How important is a good
diet in addition to working out?
TR: Well, I think for anybody, an athlete or
just an individual, nutrition is probably half of
the battle. If you don’t have a good grasp on
nutrition, you’re not going to accomplish what
you’re hoping to accomplish. So I put huge
emphasis on nutrition, and it’s very similar to
training. You try to talk to the athletes about
eating healthy. The one difference between
a non-athlete and an athlete is there’s a lot
of strategies for performance with nutrition.
You try to just educate the student-athletes
with proper eating and hydration as well as
having a good body composition, which will
ultimately help you with your performance.

Photo courtesy of Tim Robertson

Tim Robertson, the new strength and conditioning coach at John Carroll University,
poses with the NFL’s Vince Lombardi Trophy.
time. He helped me out a lot, got me involved
and really sparked my interest.
CN: Before you came to John Carroll,
what kind of experience did you have as a
strength and conditioning coach besides your
work at the University of Dayton and Ohio
University?
TR: In 2000, I founded my own business,
Speed Strength Systems, and have been the
owner and head strength coach for my business since 2000. We have trained over 11,000
youth, high school, collegiate and pro athletes
in those 12 years since. We’re the longeststanding performance training program in
Northeast Ohio,
so that’s really
been keeping me
busy. In addition
to that, I am also
a consultant to
Under Armour.
Under Armour
runs football
combines, and
I’m a speed
consultant with
them.

Photo courtesy of Tim Robertson

Robertson standing with one of his former athletes, Ethan Kelley, a
former Cleveland Browns defensive tackle.

CN: How
exactly did you
end up at John
C a r r o l l ? Yo u
mentioned playing basketball
for coach Moran back in high
school. Was that

a connection you had?
TR: On a consultant basis, I’ve trained
coach Moran’s team for several years. So
when the [strength and conditioning coaching]
job opened up, [Moran] called me and said,
‘Hey, would you be interested?’ And I have the
utmost respect for coach Moran, so I applied;
and I’m truly honored to be part of the staff at
John Carroll for all the sports.
CN: You’ve even done work with professional athletes at the NFL combine. What kind
of work have you done there exactly?
TR: That’s primarily through my business.
In the last 12 years, we’ve trained over 50 NFL
players, and we’ve trained probably 150 players for the NFL combine each year. That’s a
big part of my business, I train guys who are
preparing for the NFL draft. I’ve [also] trained
LeBron James, David Lighty, Ted Ginn and
Troy Smith, so it’s been great.
CN: Obviously, you enjoy what you do
for a living, but what’s the most rewarding
part of your job as a strength and conditioning coach?
TR: I thoroughly enjoy seeing athletes, any
sports, male or female, get better and work
towards getting better. When you see the end
product, and that’s often done through our
testing, but when you see them get stronger
and faster, that’s very rewarding. What it
does is it really teaches them to be accountable and responsible for the training and also
striving for a goal. That’s a big part of being
an athlete, let alone life. And this is the same
for my business as well as John Carroll, but
being an athlete is a gift. It’s an opportunity

CN: What has your overall experience at
John Carroll been like in the last year?
TR: It’s been phenomenal, it really has.
The administration, starting from [athletic
director] Laurie Massa and down has been
very supportive. All of the coaches have
welcomed me with open arms. They’ve made
the transition from not having a strength
and conditioning coach to having their first
[coach] a very easy process. The coaches
are fully supportive of what I do and what
I want to do to help their athletes, and the
students have been just phenomenal. You’re
not dealing with egos, you’re dealing with
student-athletes who play because they love
the sports. Coming from a Division I school,
there’s a significant difference there. I’m truly
honored and blessed to be in the position I’m
in at John Carroll. The funny thing is that my
dad went to John Carroll and taught at John
Carroll part-time for 25 years. My dad passed
away a year and a half ago, but I know he’s
looking down and smiling because I’m at his
alma mater, so it’s pretty cool.
CN: I’m sure you never quite envisioned
that you would end up working at your dad’s
alma mater one day, did you?
TR: No, not really. It’s unique that a Division III school has a strength coach, so I really
never thought that it would come to being in
this position.
CN: Coming from a Division I school,
what types of differences do you see between
DI athletes and DIII athletics?
TR: I don’t think this is any secret, but in
Division I, you’re a little bit bigger, a little bit
faster and a little bit more athletic. But sports
is not just the physical parameters; sports is
a lot of mental intelligence as well as work
ethic and drive. I would probably say that the
physical difference is the biggest thing. When
I was at Miami, there’s probably 10 guys on
that Miami team like Reggie Wayne, Ed Reed,
Bryant McKinnie, Santana Moss, etc., who
are phenomenal, high-level athletes, so that’s
probably the biggest thing is the size and the
physical differences.
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Final debate gives no clues for Election Day

Associated Press
President Barack Obama sharply challenged Mitt Romney on foreign policy in their
final campaign debate Monday night, accusing him of “wrong and reckless leadership that
is all over the map.” The Republican coolly
responded, “Attacking me is not an agenda”
for dealing with a dangerous world.
Though their third and last face-to-face
debate was focused on foreign affairs, both
men reprised their campaign-long disagreements over the U.S. economy — the top issue
by far in opinion polls — as well as energy,
education and other domestic issues.
Each stressed unequivocal support for
Israel when asked about a U.S. response if
the Jewish state were attacked by Iran.
“If Israel is attacked, we have their
back,” said Romney, moments after Obama
vowed, “I will stand with Israel if Israel is
attacked.”
Both also said they oppose direct U.S.
military involvement in the efforts to topple
Syrian President Bashir Assad.
The debate produced none of the fingerpointing and little of the interrupting that
marked the presidential rivals’ debate last
week, when Obama needed a comeback after
a listless performance in their first meeting
on Oct. 3.
On Monday night, Obama said more
than once that Romney had been “all over
the map” with his positions, not necessarily
putting new distance between the two men.
In fact, Romney offered rare praise for the

2

4

administration’s war efforts in Afghanistan.
The former Massachusetts governor said
the 2010 surge of 33,000 U.S. troops was
a success and asserted that efforts to train
Afghan security forces are on track to enable
the U.S. and its allies to put the Afghans fully
in charge of security by the end of 2014. He
said that U.S. forces should complete their
withdrawal on that schedule; previously he
has criticized the setting of a specific withdrawal date.
When it came to Iran, Romney stressed
that war is a last option to prevent Tehran
from developing a nuclear weapon, softening
the hawkish tone that had been a hallmark of
his campaign.
On the Middle East, Romney said that
despite early hopes, the ouster of despotic
regimes in Egypt, Libya and elsewhere over
the past year has resulted in a “rising tide of
chaos.” He said the president has failed to
come up with a coherent policy to grapple
with change sweeping the region, and he
added ominously that an al-Qaida-like group
has taken over northern Mali.
Anticipating one of Obama’s most frequent campaign assertions, Romney said of
the man seated nearby, “I congratulate him
on taking out Osama bin Laden and taking on
the leadership of al-Qaida. But we can’t kill
our way out of this mess ... We must have a
comprehensive and robust strategy.”
More than a half hour later, Obama returned to the subject, saying that Romney
had once said it wasn’t worth moving heaven
and earth to catch one man, a reference to the
mastermind behind the 9/11 terror attacks.

AP
Candidates Mitt Romney and Barack Obama debating foreign policy at Lynn
University in Boca Raton, Fla., moderated by Bob Schieffer. Obama was
considered the winner of the debate, but many question whether it will have any
effect on current polls.

“You said we should ask Pakistan for
permission,” Obama said. “And if we had
asked Pakistan permission, we would not
have gotten him. And it was worth moving
heaven and earth to get him.”
The president said he had ended the war
in Iraq, was on a path to end the U.S. combat
role in Afghanistan and has vowed to bring
justice to the Benghazi attackers.
Obama took a mocking tone after Romney, criticizing the administration’s Pentagon
budget, said disapprovingly the U.S. Navy
has fewer ships than at any time since the
end of World War I.
“I think Governor Romney maybe hasn’t
spent enough time looking at how our military

works. You mentioned the Navy, for example,
that we have fewer ships than we did in
1916. Well, Governor, we also have fewer
horses and bayonets because the nature of
our military has changed. We have these
things called aircraft carriers where planes
land on them.”
Whatever the outcome of the final faceto-face confrontation, the debates have left
an imprint on the race. Romney was widely
judged the winner of the first debate over a
listless president on Oct. 3, and he has risen
in polls in the days since. Obama was much
more energetic in the second. While the third
debate can be considered an Obama victory,
the election still remains in doubt.

Ohio Senate race brings more hype to the swing state
Alyssa Singer
Staff Reporter

The Ohio Senate election, which features
current Ohio Sen. Sherrod Brown facing off
against Republican challenger Josh Mandel,
has attracted much attention this year due to
the coinciding presidential election. Many
political analysts believe that the result of
the Ohio Senate election will represent an
accurate predictor of how the presidential
AP
Republican candidate Josh Mandel debates race will turn out. Scott Reed, a top political
strategist for the U.S. Chamber of ComDemocratic Sen. Sherrod Brown. Brown
currently leads the race according to polls. merce said, “If Romney could keep it close,
Mandel’s going to be in the Senate.”
Who do you favor in the
The race between Mandel and Brown also
mirrors
the presidential race in the number
Ohio Senate race,
and method of attacks the two candidates
Mandel or Brown?
have launched against each other. Both parties have run frequent ads, as well as aggressively attacked each other’s policy stances at
Vote for your choice at
both speeches and debate. In last week’s
www.jcunews.com poll
debate, Mandel attacked his opponent for
supporting President Barack Obama’s health

care law and for increasing the national
deficit by supporting policy actions such
as the federal auto rescue. Brown refused
to back down from Mandel’s attacks, stating a list of benefits that were brought to
Ohio citizens by supporting these policies.
Brown said, “I’m proud of that, because
now more than a million Ohio seniors now
get free checkups,” showing his support for
the health care law.
At a time when many Democratic politicians are moving their views to the middle
in order to avoid being too closely associated with Obama’s more controversial
policies, Sherrod Brown has stuck firmly
at the president’s side, a move that may
cause him harm when Ohio voters cast
their ballots. According to the most recent
non-partisan poll, Brown remains ahead
of Mandel, coinciding with the president’s
lead against Gov. Romney in Ohio. Dean
Debnam, president of Public Policy Polling,
said, “Sherrod Brown is holding steady with
a high single-digit lead in the Ohio Senate

race...He [Brown] continues to run several
points ahead of President Obama, so unless there’s a major shift over the last five
weeks in the presidential race he should be
in pretty good shape.”
Some believe one of the main reasons
Mandel trails Brown in the polls is his
stated opposition of the auto bailout, which
many Ohioans consider to be an important
issue since their jobs rely on the auto industry, as indicated by The Wall Street Journal
While the two opponents will continue to
duke it out until Election Day, this election
represents what the country is currently
experiencing as a whole.
While strong Democrats and strong
Republicans will vote for their respective
candidates, it is the undecided voter who
will decided both the Ohio Senate election
as well as the presidential election.
When it comes to elections, Ohio is a
state that has been consistently moderate
since statehood. Therefore, its publicity in
2012 is no surprise.
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Airstrikes hit
Syria
Katie Warner
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Firing Lane

Staff Reporter

In northern Syria, rescuers hastened through the rubble of
collapsed buildings to recover survivors from the aftermath of
airstrike bombings in the city of Maarat al-Numan, on Thursday
of last week.
As attacks persist between the government regime and rebel
forces, the fighting has intensified across the nation, and the
government regime has resorted to airstrikes as a new method to
reverse the rebel progress. The city of Maarat al-Numan was the
focus of the recent airstrike attacks, as it plays a pivotal tactical
role for the battle on both sides of the spectrum.
The city is strategic because of its location on a major northsouth highway connecting the two major cities of Aleppo and
Damascus. Rebels are reported to currently hold control over three
villages in the surrounding area of Maarat al-Numan. According to
a report from CNN, “Driving government forces out of this area
would improve the rebels’ access to the nearby Turkish border
and their ability to bring in supplies and weaponry.”
Video footage from activists on-scene show a series of bombing raids that resulted in the destruction of several large buildings
and an estimated 43 deaths. The attacks were reported to be intense
and the carnage extreme, with videos documenting attempts to
recover body parts of those caught in the blast. According to CNN,
“The town itself is now said to be largely deserted, after people
fled for fear of the inevitable counterattack.”
The airstrikes have not only been focused on Maarat al-Numan,
but on other major northern cities as well, particularly the ones
bordering Turkey. According to USA Today, “Rebels and regime
forces have been clashing for months in Aleppo, Syria’s largest
city and commercial capital.”
Despite these gruesome attacks and growing number of casualties, the rebel forces have become increasingly better at executing
planned and coordinated attacks. They have focused their efforts
on military outposts by launching multi-pronged attacks against
several bases, forcing government soldiers to retreat.
The United Nations and its envoy stationed in Syria have called
for a cease-fire on both sides, particularly in light of the upcoming
Muslim holiday, the four-day Eid al-Adha. While this would be
an integral first step in establishing peace and rebuilding a new
nation, there are many obstacles that make it seem an unlikely
prospect. USA Today reports that “the Syrian government said
it wants a cease-fire, but the rebels lack a unified leadership that
can agree to it. Both sides have flouted previous cease-fires after
verbally agreeing to them.” As the fighting intensifies, it remains
to be seen to what measures each side will resort.

Syrian men hose down the site of one of the bombings
in a Christian section of Damascus. Bombings have
occurred despite recent visits from the U.N.

AP

Sam Lane

World News Editor

Vote early,
know nothing
AP

An image of Malala Yousafzai is on display during a candlelight
vigil. The 14-year-old is in critical condition after being shot by
the Taliban.
Katelyn DeBaun
Staff Reporter

While being transported home from school in Swat Valley, Pakistan on Tuesday, Oct. 9, 14-year-old activist Malala Yousafzai was
shot by the Taliban. Known for being an advocate for children’s
rights, Yousafzai came into the spotlight in 2009 after writing a blog
detailing her life under the Taliban regime.
Three years ago, under an assumed name, Yousafzai created a
blog that was published by the BBC. She spoke out against Taliban control and eventually gained celebrity status in fighting for
children’s rights. Her blog earned her not only a nomination for the
International Children’s Peace Prize, but also a first National Youth
Peace Prize, presented by Pakistan’s prime minister at the time. While
Yousafzai described her career aspirations to be a doctor three years
ago, she recently declared her intention to go into politics in order
to continue her fight for children’s rights, especially those regarding
education.
On Tuesday, Oct. 9, while Yousafzai and her classmates were
being transported home from school, masked gunmen stopped
and entered the vehicle, asked for Yousafzai by name and shot her
point-blank in the head and neck. According to Ehsanullah Ehsan,
a spokesman for the Taliban, four assailants were selected for the
task of assassinating Yousafzai. The group spent weeks tracking her
movements and threatened her family, warning them to stop publicly
criticizing the Taliban. When their warnings were not heeded, the
gunmen shot Yousafzai in attempt to silence her. Following the attack, Ehsan confirmed that Yousafzai had been the target, “calling
her crusade for educations rights an ‘obscenity,’” according to The
New York Times.
“She has become a symbol of Western culture in the area; she
was openly propagating it,” he said. “Let this be a lesson.” Ehran
also stated that Yousafzai is a “spy for the west” who intentionally
slandered Islam. The Guardian reports that Ehran said Yousafzai
“idealized the biggest enemy of Islam, Barack Obama.”
Mullah Fazullah, the leader of the Swat Taliban, has been one
of NATO’s main targets for the past three years, after he escaped
Pakistan and fled to Afghanistan. Also known as “Mullah Radio,” he
came into power in 2007 after using an FM radio station to broadcast
speeches against the Pakistani government, music and education. In
attempt to boost his presence in Swat Valley, he and his chosen team
started to plot Yousafzai’s assassination.
Pakistani surgeons spent three hours removing a bullet from
Yousafzai’s spine; on Oct. 15 she was flown to Britain to receive better medical care than what is offered in Pakistan. Last week, she was
taken out of a medically-induced coma and was able to communicate
through writing. Although fortunate considering what the outcome of
this incident could have been, doctors say that her brain is still very
swollen and warn against early optimism about her prognosis.

Remembering George McGovern: 1922-2012
Sam Lane

World News Editor

George McGovern, a decorated World
War II veteran and former South Dakota
senator, best known for his failed 1972 bid
for president, died on Sunday, Oct. 21, at the
age of 90.
Born in South Dakota in 1922, McGovern, like many of his generation, served in
WWII as a bomber pilot over Europe, where
he completed several bombing missions.
McGovern would go on to become one of
the most decorated veterans in Congress.
This combat experience would convince him
of the need to fight for peace. Thus it came as
no surprise when he became one of the most
vocal opponents of the Vietnam War. At the
same time, his rural upbringing also led him
to champion support for poor farmers and
eliminating world hunger.
A Democrat, McGovern was elected to

Congress in 1956 and in 1962, the Senate,
serving until 1981. He quickly became known
for backing liberal causes during his tenure.
His first attempt at the presidency came in
1968, when he attempted to become the replacement for assassinated candidate Robert
F. Kennedy. He won the Democratic nomination four years later in 1972, challenging
incumbent Richard Nixon. McGovern’s bid
proved to be disastrous. Portrayed as a liberal
radical, he won only 39 percent of the vote,
the District of Columbia and one state, Massachusetts. Following this defeat, he returned
to the Senate, until he was defeated during the
Reagan Revolution in 1980.
McGovern’s activism did not end following his senatorial defeat. After a brief run for
the 1984 Democratic nomination, he wrote
several books on world hunger. He also wrote
a book discussing the death of his daughter,
Teresa, and her struggles with alcoholism,
according to The Wall Street Journal.

AP

George McGovern as the Democratic
presidential nominee in 1972. The
former-South Dakota senator died on
Sunday, at the age of 90.

Despite his notorious loss, McGovern has
been considered a visionary to many. His
candidacy that transformed the Democratic
party from political boss control to modern
-aged liberal activism. For this, the party will
always be in debt to the prairie populist.

Two weeks to go! Yes, that is just how
far away the election is. Any American who
is vaguely tuned in will know that it is the
day when they go to the polls and make a
decision. Most often, the candidate who
wins the popular vote (barring a few exceptions) wins the election. There you have it,
a simple little summary of the presidential
election process. Of course, recently, it has
not been that simple.
Presidential elections are times when
every waking moment has a chance to be
influential. Sometimes, there are elections
that are decided before the season even
begins. Other times, however, there are either seesaw elections or October surprises.
The 2012 presidential election is a modern
example of the latter. Mitt Romney’s stunning performance in the first debate changed
what seemingly was a settled victory for opponent Barack Obama. This event mirrored
the election of 1968 and 1976, when Richard
Nixon and Jimmy Carter (both eventually
victorious) saw their respective large leads
suddenly shrink to squeakers. Many of the
votes were decided in the polling booths that
day. The 1980 election featured a different
type of race, but showed that voters made
their decision on that final November day.
Although all of this seems as though it
could be put into play, the process of early
voting could sabotage this all. Is that right?
Personally, as a registered New Jersey voter,
I will have to go through the absentee ballot
process. I have decided to wait until all the
debates have ended before I make my final
decision. But many others wish to get the
process over with, even if they are voting locally. What is the sense in this? I understand
that a presidential election can be long and
dreary, but this is the leader of the country!
You cannot just say, “I want to push this
aside, so I’ll just vote on the moment.”
Before the first presidential debate, this
race seemed like a sure thing for Obama; but
Romney has since taken the lead because
he showed he was just as capable as the
president. Before that debate, many had
begun voting. Now, although the election
is still two weeks away, Americans are
continuing to vote. This means that Obama
or Romney could win the election based
on this factor.
These facts make one wonder whether
there really is a need for an election day.
Instead, why not have an election month?
Perhaps an even more reasonable idea
would be to have every debate before voting
is allowed. I understand that I sound like a
zany activist who thinks of the most farfetched ideas to change the way our society
works. Then again, I personally believe that
the voting system we used to have was far
more effective, and it should be brought
back into play, even if it means taking a
week to count the votes. It seems that in
this sense, we have gone a little too far in
trying to curb previous voter issues, and we
should just accept this as reality rather than
attempt radical change.
Alas, it seems that the electorate will
be stuck with this reality for a while. Who
knows, maybe to all you non-political junkies, this is acceptable. I just hope the same
can be said for our country.
Contact Sam Lane at
slane14@jcu.edu
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Federal influence on banks causes concerns Ex-employee writes
Anthony Ahlegian

Asst. Business & Finance Editor

Recent developments in the U.S. financial
sector have forced banks to reassess their
strategies in regard to earning profits and
retaining deposits. This past Tuesday, The
Wall Street Journal reported that historically
low U.S. interest rates have been “squeezing” bank profits. Another recent report from
The WSJ states that corporate cash managers
have been preparing to determine “how much
money they can keep in one institution” as the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.’s unlimited
guarantee on noninterest-bearing deposits will
be expiring on Dec. 31 of this year. These
current events have unique implications for
how the private sector may be affected going
forward.
The WSJ reports that the Federal Reserve
Board’s “four-year” effort to revive the U.S.
economy by keeping interest rates near zero
has caused the net interest margin, or measure
of lending profitability, to drop to its lowest
level in three years.
Net interest margin, defined by The WSJ,
tracks how much banks earn when they borrow from depositors and then lend or invest
those funds. Data tracked by SNL Financial,
a sector-focused financial information firm,

shows that the average net interest margin for
the industry’s largest banks was reported at
3.12 percent for the third quarter, “its lowest
since the second quarter of 2009.”
In contrast, Federal Reserve officials
say that their “low-rate policy boosts economic growth and employment” by making
it “cheaper for companies and individuals to
borrow.” However, Scott Lied, chief financial officer of ENB Financial Corp.,
told The WSJ, “The longer the
Fed stays down at these
levels, the more it will hurt
banks. It’s painful.”
While an affected
lower net interest margin is causing banks
to utilize deposit
funds less effectively,
a change in insurance
policy may cause banks
to see large deposits diminish.
In 2008, the FDIC introduced a “blanket guarantee” to
keep large corporate deposits from
“fleeing banks during the financial crisis,”
according to The WSJ. With this program in
place, corporate cash managers are able to rely
on a federal guarantee for the full insurance of

their deposits, in which banks are holding $1
trillion of assets for corporate accounts.
Lawmakers have not given much insight
on any extension of the “unlimited guarantee”
program, as it is scheduled to expire at the
end of December. This program expiring will
cause only the first $250,000 of each deposit
to remain insured. FDIC chairman Sheila Bair
told The WSJ, “My fear is that once the
guarantees go away, the smallenough-to-fail banks are going to lose deposits.”
Companies and their
treasurers, who have
the primary goal to
preserve their corporate assets, are
now preparing for
this insurance change
by evaluating credit
risks of banks and by
weighing banking risks
against alternatives such
as money-market funds and
other liquid investments, according to The WSJ.
This foresight and current low interest
rate environment implicates that the banking
industry may have difficulty accomplishing
their profit and deposit retention goals.

In dismal times, Workday posts impressive debut
Patrick Burns
Staff Reporter

In what has not been a stellar past few
days for the markets, a new face had an incredibly bountiful first day of trading. Workday
Inc., a cloud-computing firm, recently went
public for the first time and changed the pace
for what has been a relatively stale year for
initial public offerings.
On their first day of trading, shares of
Workday (WDAY) were initially priced at
$28 per share. Since then, the stock has seen
remarkable gains. By Friday of their first
week, WDAY closed at $48.69, implying an
increase of 74 percent. As an outcome of this,
WDAY soon had a market capitalization of
$9.5 million.
This valuation was noticeably higher than
any consumer-tech company that has gone
public in recent memory, including the likes
of Groupon and Zynga. Those who were fortunate to get in on this stock early probably
have a smile on their face. However, two
people who really saw a drastic increase in
wealth are the co-CEOs of Workday.
David Duffield and Aneel Buhsri prior to

money mart

Andrew Martin

Business & Finance Editor

Facebook’s May IPO
under investigation
In hindsight, it would appear that Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg was right
in dragging his feet to let his company go
public. On May 18 of this year, the social
media giant issued its initial public offering,
or IPO, of $38 per share and seems to have
stayed in the spotlight of the financial news
ever since.
An IPO is the term for a private company
issuing shares of stock to the public for the
first time on the market. Since its IPO, the

the IPO had their hands of 67 percent of the
company’s shares. As of the start of the past
weekend, Duffield’s shares had a value of
$3.4 billion, while Buhsri had a stake worth
$1.3 billion.
So what has Workday done and why is
their business model valued so highly? Born
in 2005, WDAY is a web-based software
provider. Their product includes services such
as human resources, payroll and procurement
functions.
WDAY targeted very large customers,
which is uncharacteristic of others in its peer
group. Most small tech firms either have their
focus on small to medium clients or provide a
very narrow service to larger clients. Workday
grew by putting themselves in the mix with
big time names such as Oracle and SAP.
When these large companies were faced with
the decision on upgrading to newer versions
of software, WDAY would have a competitive advantage by providing their services at
a fraction of the cost when compared to their
competitors.
They also earn their revenues in a unique
way. Rather than charging their customers a
stock price has plummeted and the outlook
for the company on the marketplace is hardly
optimistic.
As if the disappointing stock performance on Wall Street is not enough to keep
shareholders worried, this recent news will
definitely add to their difficulties. This past
week, the Securities and Exchange Commission released that they could not find any
wrongdoing or withheld information from the
public regarding the state of their company at
the time of the IPO. This investigation is still
classified as ongoing, therefore Facebook is
not yet in the clear.
The reason for the investigation stems from
the significant drop in stock price and not from
actual reports of wrongdoing by Facebook.
Speculation is that the SEC is looking into
whether brokers allowed for any deceptive
information or reports to market analysts.
Bloomberg reported that Facebook may have
been selective in its reports from its bankers
to analysts.
Bloomberg also reported that company
officials privately asked analysts to reduce
the estimates of earnings for Facebook, right
before the IPO. These estimates drop stems

large up-front cost to gain access to their software, WDAY relies on a subscription-based
service. In the immediate-term, this is not
great for them, as they will typically incur a
loss upon the initial offering of their product.
Duffield and Buhsri tend to look at this as an
investment into a multi-year revenue stream,
as cash flows will continue to roll in as long
as they are able to retain their customers and
marketshares.
An example of this is the close of their
most recent quarter, in which they doubled
their revenues to $119.5 million while also
incurring a loss of $46.9 million. Contrary to
Workday’s very successful IPO, others, such
as Facebook, saw quite different performance
results in the marketplace this year.
It will be interesting to see where WDAY
is going over the next few weeks and months,
however it can be surmised that their growth
in share price is not sustainable and will see a
slowdown in the near future. Investors should
keep their eyes on the markets and especially
small tech firms; good news for WDAY may
serve as a catalyst for others in the industry
to seek public trading.

tell-all book
Anthony Barile
Staff Reporter

A recent article posted by Bloomberg.com
describes how and why a former employee
of Goldman Sachs Group Inc., resigned his
position as vice president. Goldman Sachs is
a multinational investment banking firm that
specializes in mergers and acquisitions advice,
underwriting services, asset management and
prime brokerage to its clients, which include
corporations, governments and individuals.
Greg Smith’s role within the company was
to help sell U.S. equity derivatives.
He watched both junior and senior employees in the sales division fight over gross
credits that showed how much money they
had made. In 2005, Goldman Sachs changed
how it calculated its year-end bonuses, “corrupting a culture of teamwork that existed
previously.” Smith discloses that before 2005,
annual rewards were determined by how
much business you brought in and how valuable you were to the organization.
In his book “Why I Left Goldman Sachs:
A Wall Street Story,” Smith states, “From
2005 until the present day, the system has
become largely mathematical: you were paid
a percentage of the amount of revenue next to
your name.” This percentage can vary from
five percent to seven percent, and people
would do anything they could to “pump up
the number next to their name.”
“Compensation should reflect the performance of the firm as a whole. Assessment
areas should include productivity, teamwork,
citizenship, communication and compliance.”
This account by Smith contrasts with the
company’s compensation principles.
Goldman Sachs disputes Smith’s accusations and discloses that he was rejected for a
promotion and pay increase before his resignation. Smith is the first former employee to
write a detailed and specific account about
Goldman Sachs whose “alumni” include
two former U.S. Treasury secretaries and the
president of the European Central Bank.
In addition to Smith’s claims against
Goldman Sachs, other employees have had
similar reactions. Former employees Nomi
Prins, Jonathan Knee and Bethany McLean
have also written books criticizing current
Wall Street practices. Perhaps this could start
a trend in the financial industry today. More
employees of firms across the country could
see this as an opportunity to tell of their experiences with the company they worked for,
and whether they were positive or negative
remains to be seen.

Facebook’s share price has fallen since its IPO in May until now.
from the lack of profits seen from the mobile
user market for the social media kings.
The share price currently sits at about half
of its IPO, and unfortunately for Zuckerberg,
is just the tip of the iceberg of problems
surrounding Facebook’s stock. Bloomberg
reported that the outlook for the company’s
current legal issues could be quite confident
if the SEC issues the conclusion that they
did not withhold information in the pre-IPO
process.
Facebook will face legal battles with retail
customers over its pitiful performance in the
market. But, a positive review from the SEC
would improve their legal position in the

Chart from CNBC.com

courts with these lawsuits.
An especially concerning accusation for
the Zuckerberg-led company would be if the
company or its underwriters warned potential
investors before its May 2012 IPO.
Information of that sort would lead to immediate investigation and could spell huge
trouble for the company. I think that the going
public experiment for Facebook was an obvious disaster and that the company just wants
to move forward from the failed IPO. But, the
current legal issues surrounding the company
are holding them back.
Contact Andrew Martin at
amartin13@jcu.edu
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Sudoku
Easy

A bit harder

Genius

The first Person to submit all three completed sudoku puzzles
wins A tour of the carroll newsroom!
Good Luck, FOLKS!

NAME THAT
TOON!

What the toon doesn’t
say about the tune:
“Young hearts, out our minds
Runnin’ like we outta time.”
Be the first to submit the answer and your
email address to The Carroll Newsroom, and get
your picture in next week’s paper!

ANSWER:____________________________________________
Cartoon by Nicholas Sciarappa

ACROSS
2. I could be sexy, I could be mean, I’m what you wear on Halloween.
4. Casper is friendly, but others are not, They haunt your
houses, for their soul here is caught.
6. Romney would fire me, that makes me sad, But I’m the
best-selling costume, so that makes me glad.
8. No skin, no problem, I’m a skinny guy, But unlike witches, I
can’t fly.
9. House to house and door to door, Give me candy, I implore!
10. Makes for great lattes, seeds and pies, But keep me too
long and you might attract flies.
DOWN
1. I’m not quite alive, but not quite dead, When humans challenge me, it’s a fight they will dread.
3. Your mouth is watering because I taste great, So grab one
now, “Why wait?”
5. If you’re a kid of the 90s, I’m the movie you crave, Three
witches from Salem come back from the grave.
7. Orange and white with a tip of yellow, I scream Halloween,
I’m a tasty little fellow.
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Do you like writing?
Do you like having your picture in print?
If you answered yes to one or both of the above
questions, The Carroll News might be for you.

Email jcunews@gmail.com for more information
“Dreams are the touchstones
of our character.”
Henry David Thoreau

Check
The Carroll News
Out Online!

Do you want to advertise in
our newspaper?
Please contact us at
jcunews@gmail.com.

Follow
@TheCarrollNews
on Twitter

Like
“The Carroll News”
on Facebook
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Smoked out

“

Squatter’s rights

During the 2013-2014 academic year, Murphy Hall, the
traditional home of freshman students, will be closed for
extensive renovations. The plans to renovate the residence
hall have brought much questioning and speculation about
Residence Life’s strategy to adapt on campus housing for the
upcoming academic year.
After Fall Break this semester, the Office of Residence Life
sent an email to all students notifying them of the changes that
will be made (see “Out with the old,” pages 1 and 3).
Given the huge strategical task placed on Residence Life,
the resolution appears to effectively address the problem of
on campus housing. Still, there are steps that should be taken
to make the housing process easier, given the newly limited
number of rooms available.
Since students are required to live on campus for the first
two years, sophomore students should be given housing priority so they are able to claim their dormitory spot and fulfill
this requirement.
Assistance should be offered to those who are studying
abroad during the fall semester next year to help them arrange
housing before they leave the country.
Students who live near JCU should be encouraged to commute so more students from further away will have a better
chance of living on campus. The University should also look
into providing more parking and shuttle services for those
students who plan on commuting.
For those who are able and willing to live off campus,
Residence Life should collect and offer resources to help
students find housing, increasing the amount of on campus
rooms available.

SERVING JCU SINCE 1925

To contact The Carroll News:
John Carroll University
1 John Carroll Boulevard
University Heights, OH 44118
Newsroom: 216.397.1711
Advertising: 216.397.4398
Fax: 216.397.1729
email: jcunews@gmail.com

The Carroll News is published
weekly by the students of John
Carroll University.
The opinions expressed in editorials
and cartoons are those of The
Carroll News editorial staff and not
necessarily those of the University’s
administration, faculty or students.
Signed material and comics are
solely the view of the author.

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“Governor, the problem is
that on a whole range of issues, whether it’s the Middle
East, whether it’s Afghanistan,
whether it’s Iraq, whether it’s
now Iran, you’ve been all over
the map.”

Editorial

The Carroll News

Cartoon by Nicholas Sciarappa

“

Recently, there has been some speculation as to whether
or not the JCU Student Union should develop a policy
that would prohibit smoking anywhere on campus.
Currently, students and faculty are permitted to smoke
on campus, as long as they do not come any closer than
20 feet to a building.
In the near future, Student Union will meet to determine
the plausibility of a tobacco ban on campus.
Although smoking has many health risks, it is still
a person’s prerogative whether or not they choose to
smoke. Law allows anyone 18 or over to purchase and
use tobacco. The Student Union does not have the right
to over-ride that law and determine whether or not students should be allowed to use tobacco outside of campus
buildings.
If a smoking ban was to be put in place, it would likely
be difficult to enforce. There would need to be constant
surveillance of every square inch of campus to catch
violators. Due to this impracticality, the new rule would
probably be broken regularly.
While it is good for Student Union and John Carroll
to discourage smoking and promote healthy practices,
the power of University administrative and governing
bodies should not supercede a person’s lawful right to
use tobacco.

— President Obama in Tuesday night’s
debate

“I don’t see our influence
growing around the world, I
see our influence receding,
in part because of the failure
of the President to deal with
our economic challenges at
home.”

— Mitt Romney in Tuesday night’s
debate

HIT & miss

Hit: Apple announces their release of the iPad Mini
miss: Six Italian scientists are sentenced to six years in prison for manslaughter after the judge decided that they should have predicted a 2009
earthquake in L’Aquila Hit: Murphy Hall is finally being renovated
miss: A lot of JCU students will probably be homeless next year
Hit: Halloween miss: It’s on a Wednesday Hit: A 5,500-year-old megalithic structure in the shape of a ship is unearthed in Sweden miss: The
oldest survivor of Auschwitz dies at age 108 Hit/miss: The International
Cycling Union strips Lance Armstrong of all seven of his Tour de France
titles after it was confirmed that he was blood doping miss: Google’s new
privacy policy is a breach of European privacy policy miss: Nickleback
Hit: Sweden introduces ‘Hen,’ a gender neutral pronoun miss: President
Obama saying, during Tuesday night’s debate, that newspapers do not
report the truth Hit/miss: The San Francisco Giants will play the Detroit
Tigers in the World Series miss: Malala, a 14-year-old Pakistani girl, was
shot by members of the Taliban after demanding the right
for girls to attend school
email your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
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OURVIEW

I’ll think of a title later...

Grace Kaucic

Asst. Op/Ed Editor

It’s 3:30 a.m. on a Tuesday morning, and I’m pouring my third cup of
coffee and bumping Kanye West on
my iPod to try to keep my energy level
up as I power through this article that’s
due the next morning. I’ve been “working” on this article for a solid three
hours now, and by working, of course
I mean constantly typing and retyping
the first sentence while simultaneously
Facebooking and “pinning” clothes on
Pinterest.
This is my first staff commentary
for The Carroll News, and since I was
assigned it on Thursday, I have been
brainstorming for the perfect topic to
write about. I’m currently a communication major with a journalism track,
and I started working for the paper this
year to hopefully get my foot in the
door to the whole journalism realm.
I saw this assignment as a chance to
talk about something of which I was
very knowledgeable that would make
people think, “Wow, she’s really got
some potential.”
That’s my problem, though. I might
have a decent amount of potential as a
writer, yet I’m still sitting here in the
early hours of the morning while my
roommate is sleeping peacefully, wondering, how in the world did I become
such an awful procrastinator? I recently
read an article about the psychological
study of procrastination by Piers Steel,
in which he defines it as “to voluntarily

delay an intended course of action
despite expecting to be worse off for
the delay.” He included some statistics
that indicated 80 to 90 percent of college students procrastinate somewhat
frequently, 75 percent consider themselves regular procrastinators, and 50
percent procrastinate consistently and
problematically.
I am definitely included in these
numbers, and I keep wondering why.
I mean, my intentions are always in
the right place. I don’t plan to wait
until the last second to get started
on an assignment; in fact, whenever
I receive a task, be it for class, the
newspaper or even just personal
responsibilities, I always plan to take
care of it immediately that night. But,
when it comes time to get to work,
I find a million other less important
things to do to stall on getting this
one important thing done. Even with a
deadline multiple weeks in advance, I
continue to put off the task day by day
until finally it’s the night of the due
date and I haven’t even started.
Personally, one of the factors in
my own procrastination is perfectionism. I would always prefer to hand
in my best work past the deadline
than submit a poorly or only partially
completed assignment on time. I take
my schoolwork, especially my writing, very seriously, and really attempt
to put my best effort into everything
I submit. However, hard, extensive
work is very overwhelming, and I
almost always subconsciously find
ways to put it off until it’s too late.
I survived with this method in high
school; but now, as a sophomore in
college, it’s no longer cutting it and
certainly will not cut it after graduation.
Perfectionism isn’t the only fac-

tor in my procrastination, though.
In the most recent decades, society
has become incredibly acclimated
to immediate gratification, and with
that comes the automatic delay of
discomfort. I mean, honestly, who
wouldn’t rather take a nap right after
class, or go out one night instead of
staying in and studying? Many people
today have become too comfortable
with constant pleasure, and thus can
only handle stress and displeasure in
very small doses. You might even be
able to notice this mindset in yourself,
for example when you give yourself
an hour-long Facebook/Twitter/
Pinterest break after 30 minutes of
homework.
I’m not being judgmental, though.
I agree that it’s very challenging to
turn off a really funny episode of
“The Big Bang Theory” and read 50
pages of your political science book.
And, unfortunately for us students, the
opportunities for immediate gratification will never go away. There will
always be something better to do than
the task at hand, and therefore the art
of procrastination will continue to
thrive. However, simple awareness
of your procrastination tactic might
just be the best solution. Next time
you start thinking you might just take
a quick Inn Between break from your
paper even though you’ve already
been to the ‘Tween three times that
day, consider your motives and the
consequences of procrastination.
What I will be reminding myself
from now on, and hopefully you will
do the same, is that trucking through
discomfort now will only pay itself off
10 times over in the long run.

Contact Grace Kaucic at
gkaucic15@jcu.edu

Wonderword :

What does minarchy mean?

“A party for tiny ants to
march to.”
Maggie McPhee,
senior

“A crowd of minions
doing archery.”
Kate Pifer
junior

“A small kingdom.”

Minarchy: minimal government

Sara Abbott,
senior

The Bayer Necessities:
Brian Bayer

Managing Editor
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As a self-proclaimed werewolf,
I can happily say that one of my
favorite holidays is right around
the corner – Halloween. While I’m
not the vampire-fighting kind of
werewolf that the girls go crazy for
(Team Jacob, right?), I’m still pretty
hairy, and I like to chase people
through the woods. So naturally, I’m
pretty pumped about All-Hallows’
Eve. I can finally be accepted for
who I am.
With the spooky decorations
adorning our houses and scary movies ghouling the theaters, the dropping Cleveland temperatures aren’t
the only things sending chills down
our spines. But for some reason,
we seem to embrace the frights in
“spirit” of the season.
So my message to everyone this

year: Don’t be a Hallo-weenie.
I’ve never particularly cared for
haunted houses or scary movies, but
I think that’s because I embrace a different type of fear – a less-fabricated
and more authentic type of fear.
A lot of people believe there’s
a rush that accompanies a visit to a
ghostly estate or a delightfully dreadful bone-chiller thriller flick.
Trust me, I’m all for a good
adrenaline rush. But we’re afraid of
all the wrong things.
When I was a kid, I was afraid of
everything. I was a complete and total Hallo-weenie. My parents banned
me from watching Scooby-Doo until
I was 13 because I had a harrowing
fear of reanimated mummies coming
to attack me in my sleep; I forced my
parents to booby-trap the house in
case a rabid Bunny Foo-Foo came
to ravage our home; and there wasn’t
a spider in the world that didn’t
send me sprinting in the opposite
direction.
Okay, so I’m still pretty creeped
out by spiders. (But I also hate

anything with more legs than God’s
creations should rightfully have;
so, by extension, I hate the 26-guy,
52-legged Mount Union cross country team too.)
But one day, several years ago, I
decided once and for all that I would
not be afraid anymore. At first, that
was an easy decision – I could easily rationalize any true phobias I
had: Reanimated mummies? Bring
it on, you Egyptian gauze-buckets.
Bunny Foo-Foo? Ha! I laugh in
your whiskered face. Spiders? Yeah,
still afraid of you guys; take your
centipede friends and get the heck
out of here.
Naturally, though, I quickly found
new things to be afraid of. Since
I happened to make this decision
right around the time I hit puberty,
I swiftly replaced my fear of dead
guys with the much more legitimate
fear of all girls. Fortunately, I have
almost overcome this one.
A few years later, when I began
backpacking through the Rocky
Mountains with my dad, I realized

Cooney Meets World:

A matter of
attire

Dan Cooney
Editor in Chief

Around this time of year, I always
have a question I can’t seem to answer
until nearly the last minute: What am
I going to be for Halloween?
I have to put a lot of thought into
deciding because my costume needs
to be top-notch. I won’t dress up
as something average that reeks of
mediocrity.
My previous costumes, just to
name a few, include Harry Potter,
a doctor and Ghostface from the
“Scream” movies (complete with a
mask that juiced “blood” every time
I squeezed the fake heart that was
attached). But it’s time to take a step
forward from all of those.
One costume idea that I should
probably cross off my list: Big Bird.
The craze for the popular Sesame
Street character started across the
country since the first presidential
debate, when Republican nominee
and former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt
Romney said he would cut funding to
public broadcasting as one of many
ways he would bring down federal
spending. “I like PBS, I love Big
Bird,” Romney said as part of his
argument.
Since then, USA Today and the
AP report, the costume has flown off
store shelves across America. The
company who officially makes the
costumes of all the Sesame Street
characters has said they are completely sold out .
This lack of costumes is brought
to you by the number zero. So that
idea is out.
But, if I stay on the topic of
politics, other costume options exist.
I could dress up as either Romney or
President Barack Obama, but I find a
few faults with this option. First, none
of the Romney masks I’ve seen even
look remotely like him. Obama masks

at least show a little resemblance to
the commander-in-chief, but they still
don’t get the job done. Second, many
people are going to be the candidates
for Halloween. I want to stand out a
little more with my costume. Third, I
believe there is no need to mix politics
with the pleasures of Halloween.
An article from USA Today College lists easy and cheap Halloween
costumes for students, and some of
the ideas are very creative. A lot of
the ideas stem from using a cardboard
box as the basis for a costume – iPod,
box of popcorn, kissing booth, God’s
gift to women, etc. But a box might
be tough to manage. While you are
having a great time dancing and making the rounds at all the Halloween
parties coming up, your gargantuan
Rubix Cube costume might take up
too much space.
Another idea in the article is to
make a “play on words” costume,
such as a “smarty-pants” costume. As
creative as that idea is, who has time
to glue candy Smarties to their pants?
Besides, I would probably just want to
eat all of the candy anyway.
The article also encourages going
out with friends and being a team – for
instance, Fanta girls or Power Rangers. I like this idea because it keeps
everyone together. Who wants to be
lonely during this “frightful” holiday
season?
Honestly, I am sure that whatever
costume I choose, this Halloween will
be great. Besides, it is not the costume
that makes a Halloween, but how you
choose to celebrate this spook-tacular
holiday. For me, that means lots of
candy corn and warm apple cider.
For most of us, our trick-or-treating
days may be over. But that doesn’t
mean we college students cannot enjoy
all that this season has to offer.
However, with my impending
graduation in May, this fall could
be the last that I don a Halloween
costume.
Now that’s just plain scary.
Contact Dan Cooney at
dcooney13@jcu.edu

Don’t be a Hallo-weenie!

I had developed another rather
legitimate fear – the fear of being
eaten by a bear in my sleep or being
mauled by a mountain lion while
enjoying nature’s great outhouse
(the woods).
My point is simple – there is nothing wrong with fear. It inspires us to
protect ourselves from that which is
truly dangerous in this world. And
the adrenaline rush that it gives us
is also pretty wicked.
Sorry, FDR, there is a lot more
to fear than fear itself … like being eaten by a ravenous cougar
while taking care of business in the
Wyoming woods. But as long as we
keep our fears legitimate, they can
be tremendously helpful.
For example, if you spend every
night cowering in a tornado shelter,
afraid that a twister will suck you out
of your bedroom and into oblivion,
then you might not enjoy life. But, on
the opposite end of the spectrum, if
you recklessly challenge a categoryfive monsoon with nothing but your
swim trunks and a snorkel, you also

might not enjoy life.
If you want to balance fun, happy
and safe in your life, just make sure
your fears are valid. Let them be a
force of constraint where necessary,
but don’t let them bar you from that
adrenaline rush you need to live an
adventurous life.
Every day is a new adventure, and
life itself is a giant hypothetical. After
all, you can’t spell “life” without
“if.” Step out on some new ledges.
Embrace the legitimate fears of the
world, and dispel the bunny-phobias
that trap you in a cage of irrational
and juvenile terror.
The Halloween season is a fantastic time to start taking these risks.
Would Binx the Cat ever have gotten
to rest in peace if Max hadn’t lit the
black candle in “Hocus Pocus”? Sure,
he brought back three wicked Wiccans to terrorize his quiet town and
sacrifice his sister, but he took a risk,
and you should too. Keep the “if” in
“life,” and don’t be a Hallo-weenie.
Contact Brian Bayer at
bbayer13@jcu.edu
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The Op/Ed
Top Ten:

Halloween Costumes

1. Big Bird
2. Presidential candidates
3. Kim Jong Il/Psy
4. The Rev. Robert Niehoff, S.J.
5. Ferris Bueller
6. Dan Cooney
7. Sherlock Holmes
8. Honey Badger
9. Pumpkin
10. Bored ghost from Twitter

– Compiled by Clara Richter and Nick Wojtasik

Why it matters:
An election of
tipping points
Calvin Woodward
Associated Press

Election Day could well determine how much you end up paying in
taxes. It could move the bar for fighting future wars. On energy, it could
shape the balance between drillbaby-drill (and mine-baby-mine)
and some big pollution controls. If
you care about Obamacare, this may
be your last, best chance to save it or
unravel it — with your vote.
Long after the fuss fades over
President Barack Obama’s snoozy
debate opener and Mitt Romney’s
weird flub or two, one of them will be
hard at work trying to make good on
his agenda. This will include pressing any opportunity to reshape the
Supreme Court, which hovers over
all other issues.
The winner’s policies are almost
certain to find you where you live, no
matter how far you are from Washington in your mind or your place.
The taxman cometh. So does the Social Security check for retirees — and
the shakier-by-the-decade promise of
those checks for everyone else.
Obama’s mandate for almost
everyone to have health insurance — along with all the coverage
protections that flow from that —
constitutes the largest reshaping of
social policy in generations, with
the effects to be felt ever more as
the law takes firmer hold in the next
few years. If Romney wins and gets
enough like-minded people in Congress, he would reset that and try
something else.
Though farther from home, the
outsourcing of production overseas
goes to the heart of American communities large and small, as factory
jobs vanish, or in some cases come
back. Seemingly esoteric subjects
like the value of China’s currency,
and the fine print of trade deals affect
what you pay for goods and perhaps
whether you or the neighbors have
work. Less obviously, the debt crisis
on a faraway continent affects credit
in the U.S. What happens in Greece,
Spain and beyond may put your
home loan out of reach if the turmoil
gets out of hand.
Romney and Obama have sharp
differences on these subjects and
more, though they don’t always
make them easy to see. Much of the
final leg of the campaign is about
reaching for the middle ground. So
nothing too radical, please.
For Romney, that means suddenly
talking about his interest in seeing
Pell grants rise for low-income college students, not about the major
changes in government programs

that would be required for him even
to get close to his deficit-cutting
goals.
For Obama, it means preaching
fiscal discipline and an aggressive
stance on energy production, not
focusing on the tax increases for
higher-end insurance policies in his
health care law or the mercury pollution controls that could shut down
dozens of coal-fired power plants
across the country. Although Obama
failed to persuade a Democratic
Congress to pass limits he promised
on carbon emissions and he shelved
a plan to toughen health standards
on lung-damaging smog, a second
term could give a second wind to
steps like these.
Both candidates talk about cutting unnecessary regulation, but
Romney’s view of what’s unnecessary is far more expansive than the
Democrats’. That’s part of a larger,
fundamental and familiar divide between the two parties on the proper
responsibilities of government.
Voters, like candidates, can’t
predict what economic calamity
will come out of the blue. But it’s
clear both from records and rhetoric
that Obama believes in the power
of government and the Treasury to
stimulate growth, add jobs and even
save industries in ways that Romney
doesn’t. On Nov. 6, voters choose
governing principles as much as a
list of positions.
That holds true on foreign policy,
too. At the moment, Romney comes
across as more aggressive against
Iran and on the conflict in Syria. On
Afghanistan, he now supports the
president’s plan to end U.S. combat
in 2014 and appears to have dropped
his qualification that a withdrawal
will depend on conditions on the
ground at the time. Apparently modest differences may come to nothing
after the campaign, or they could
prove substantive — determining
whether the U.S. truly extricates
itself from one war and how willing
it will be to fight another.
The choice in the election doesn’t
just matter on the issues the candidates want to talk about. It can matter
just as much on the issues they avoid.
This is where the Supreme Court
comes in.
With four justices in their 70s,
there’s a strong chance the next
president will have a chance to fill
at least one seat on a court closely
divided between conservatives and
liberals. One new face on the bench
could mean a major change in civil
liberties, gay relationships, gun control, health care, the approach to terrorism, perhaps access to abortion
and more, for years to come.
All told, a lot of tipping points
on Election Day. That’s democracy
for you.

Off the Richter:

Solitary refinement
Clara Richter

Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

I spent Fall Break alone.
That’s a sad-sounding sentence,
isn’t it? It may be sad-sounding, but
I promise it’s not all that sad. I discovered something about myself that
weekend: I really like being alone ...
which is another sad-sounding kind
of sentence.
I was worried that I would go absolutely mad if I spent too much time
with myself. You know, you have no
one to talk to, and so you get inside
your own head, and then you realize
that you are talking to yourself, or your
computer, or your ficus plant. Yep, I
was pretty much convinced that was
going to happen to me.
Good news! It didn’t. I actually really liked being on my own for a weekend. I got to do whatever I wanted,
whenever I wanted, and, although I
love my roommates, it was nice to not
have to talk to anyone when I got up
in the morning.
I think that the majority of us are a
little afraid to spend time by ourselves.
We’re scared of boredom. There has to
be something to do all the time, or we
start chomping at the bit, biting our
nails and gnashing our teeth. Sometimes, though, it feels really good to
just not do anything. I like to lay on
the floor and stare at the ceiling. Maybe
that’s weird. I see it more as a form
of strange meditation. I’ve had some
pretty great epiphanies while staring
at the ceiling.
I was only in contact with a few
people over Fall Break. To the rest of
the world, I might as well have been

dead. I don’t see anything wrong with
that. What’s the matter with disappearing off the face of the earth for a
while? Turn off your phone; listen to
good music; read a good book; watch
good films.
Author Franz Kafka said there is
a certain “happiness of being with
people,” and there most definitely is;
but there is also a certain happiness that
lies in solitude.
Sadly, in this day and age, solitude
doesn’t often come naturally. Often we
have to seek it out, strive to achieve
solitude.
It is important to remember that being alone doesn’t necessarily equate to
being lonely. As a matter of fact, there
is a big difference. Jean-Paul Sartre
said, “If you are lonely when you are
alone, you are in bad company.” You
can be lonely when you are in the
middle of a huge crowd of people. Being alone in solitude should have an air
of peacefulness, or if not peacefulness,
at least of some sort of rejuvenation.
Being an English literature major,
it’s hard for me not do drag some
authors into this. Writers (and other
artists) have long been known for
seeking solitude, because it’s hard to
write without it. Believe me, I know.
American poet Charles Bukowski (if
you’ve never read him, read him. I
recommend a recent poem called “9
bad boys”) described himself as “a
man who thrived on solitude; without
it I was like another man without food
or water. Each day without solitude
weakened me. I took no pride in my
solitude; I was dependent on it. The
darkness of the room was like sunlight
to me.”

Aldous Huxley, author of “Brave
New Word,” observed that, “The more
powerful and original a mind, the more
it will incline towards the religion of
solitude.” Now, I’m not saying that if
you don’t seek solitude you don’t have
a powerful or original mind. I’m sure
you have a very powerful and original
mind; but think of it this way – if you
have a powerful and original mind in
the midst of the masses, think of how
much more powerful and original it
would be if you withdrew and “went
alone to the mountaintop,” so to speak.
Yeah, you’d probably start thinking
some pretty ingenious things.
I seek solitude because sometimes,
like Milton said, “Solitude is the best
society.” I find that I can’t constantly
be around other people with noise
and distraction and everybody always
needing to know where I’m going and
what I’m doing; it makes my head
spin. I like people, but I can’t always
be around them.
Henry David Thoreau was probably the master of solitude (although
arguments have been made to the contrary). I mean, come on, the guy went
and lived by himself in a cabin in the
woods on Walden Pond. Thoreau felt
that he had “never found a companion
that is so companionable as solitude.”
I don’t want you to get the wrong
impression. You don’t have to be a
great thinker to value and seek solitude.
We should all strive for a little solitude
from the hustle and bustle of everyday
life. Read, write, meditate. Take time
to quiet your mind and listen to your
soul. You’ll realize it has a lot to say.
Contact Clara Richter at
crichter14@jcu.edu

Alumni Corner
Written by Emily Gaffney ‘12, Carroll News Alumna

I’m going to be honest with
you all; I feel strange writing this
column as an alumna – probably
because I’ve only recently become
one. It was less than six months
ago that I walked across the stage
on the John Carroll quad in the
interminable sun (it was in the 90s
that day) to accept my diploma and
shake the hand of the Rev. Robert
Niehoff, S.J.
Since that afternoon, a lot has
happened, and rapidly so. I moved
far away from my family, left the
safety of John Carroll and student
life, moved to a city bigger than
any I’ve lived in before and started
a “big girl” job. All of this is very
exciting and very terrifying all
at once.
The city I moved to is Washington, D.C. Moving here has
been my dream since I was about
10 years old. I don’t know how
long I’ll be here, so to have the
opportunity to live here during an
election makes it just that much
sweeter.
I have always been interested
in elections; I actually find them
fascinating; but this year, my life

is somewhat consumed by them,
because my new “big girl” job
is at NBC’s “Meet the Press,” a
public affairs program that is celebrating its 65th anniversary this
November.
Each week they have top officials, staff members and journalists on to talk about what has
happened that week in the political
world, what it means and how it
will shape the next week and beyond. While this is an enormously
important task every Sunday, it is
especially so during an election
season. During the election season,
the staff works to talk about the
major issues of the campaigns,
and challenge the positions and
plans of the candidate. They try to
present the best information to the
public before they vote.
Aside from that, the job has
afforded me to meet some very
smart and amazing people, some
of whom I’ve admired for a long
time. I’ve met journalists like
Tom Brokaw, Tom Friedman, Helene Cooper, Peggy Noonan and
E.J. Dionne. I’ve met governors,
senators and mayors. I’ve met staff

members from both presidential
campaigns, who I used to see on
programs like “Meet the Press”
all the time.
I hope before this experience
comes and goes I’m able to see
both presidential candidates on
the program. I hope I’m able to see
what it’s like in a newsroom on an
election night. I hope I’m able to
watch the newly elected president,
whoever he may be, sworn into office. These are once-in-a-lifetime
opportunities, and I plan on taking
full advantage of them.
This experience has been a
dream come true, and I know I’d
never be here if not for John Carroll. My advice to you: Jump at
any opportunity you come across,
whether it’s trying something new
with a class or club, further exploring your interests by taking on a
leadership role in some activity,
gaining experience with an internship or simply making connections
with professors, speakers on campus or those you meet through your
various experiences. You never
know which opportunity may land
you your dream.

Got something to say?

The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length and to reject letters if they
are libelous or do not conform to standards of good taste. All letters received become the
property of The Carroll News. Anonymous letters will not be published. Letters to the editor
must not exceed 500 words and must be submitted to jcunews@gmail.com by
5 p.m. on Sunday.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent

Help Wanted

House on Saybrook, short walk to JCU,
3 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, all hardwood
floors, lots of closets, new appliances,
2 decks, 2 car garage, $1200. 216-2126241

Looking for child care in Shaker
Heights from 4:00-6:00 PM Monday
through Thursday. If interested contact
Lucy @ (216)561-6307

Free Ipad! Text Brockway to 72727,
for your entry. Learn about affordable
off campus housing. Close to Campus. Professionally managed. 4 to 10
Bedrooms Available. All appliances
included. Availability 6/1/2013.Call
for more information 330-388-7798

For Rent – 3 or 4 Bed Rooms, T.V.
Room, Kitchen. All large rooms. All
appliances washer & dryer included.
$250 per month each student. Short
term lease considered, Move in now,
Call to see. 440-897-7881 - 440-6552048
Houses for Rent - Walking Distance to
Campus- 4-5-6 Bedroom houses are
available. All with plenty of parking,
AC, newer appliances, washers and
dryers. Only a few blocks and within
walking distance to campus! DON’T
WAIT, ACT FAST! Leases to begin in
June 2012. Call Regis @ (216) 3747164.
Two and three bedroom duplexes on
Warrensville for rent. Call Curt at 216337-7796
Five recently renovated, two family homes on Warrensville Center Rd.
near JCU. Very clean, well maintained,
three bedroom suites. Large rooms,
air conditioning, hardwood flooring,
two car garage. All appliances included. Available June 1st, 2013. Hurry
the good ones go fast. Call Mike Jr.
(440)336-4254 or Mike Sr. (440)7246654. Email: sas423@roadrunner.com
House for rent. Walk to campus. Individual bedrooms, 2 showers. New appliances and A/C. Clean and updated.
Call or text 216-832-3269 for complete
details.
Nice 2 family house on Warrensville
Rd. Walking distance to JCU. All appliances, hardwood floors, new windows and gas furnace. Two finished rec
rooms in basement and more! Available in June 2013. Great rent price.
216-401-7755.

Looking for Childcare in Shaker
Heights. $15/hour Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 4-6 PM. Driving a
must. Please call (216) 561-6307
The UPS Store, University Heights,
help wanted. Seeking reliable, personable, customer oriented student
to work part-time (10 to 15 hours per
week). Duties include packing, stocking shelves and customer service. Call
Jon, Joy or Gary at 216-371-9300
Looking for a stockperson for a party
goods store located at Cedar and Green.
Flexible hours (12 or more). Applicant
should drive, be punctual and organized. Please call 216-509-2282. Leave
message if no answer.
STUDENT JOB OPPORTUNITY.
If you are interested in working with
a special child, our family has a parttime employment opportunity available.Sarah, our intelligent and engaging fourteen-year-old daughter, has
cerebral palsy and is hearing impaired.
We are looking for someone who can
productively occupy her while mom
and dad attend to everyday tasks, as
well help her with every day personal
care needs. We offer $18 per hour for
the first hour worked each day and $12
per hour thereafter; $17 per hour over
weekends after 60 days. Requirements
include:Having transportation. Being
available during the school year for at
least one day per week between 3:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Being available for
at least five hours over most weekends. Being open to working during
next summer for between. For consideration, please contact Ben and Teri
Chmielewski at 216-577-0114. benchmielewski@gmail.com. Our Shaker
Heights home is located near JCU.
Part-time babysitter needed for 3yr/
old twins. 1-2 mornings and occasional evenings with flexibility on times.
If interested please call Jennifer at
312.399.1421

Babysitter/Tutor – Immediate Opening
Are you an energetic, self-motivated individual seeking a fun and challenging
opportunity working with children and
teaching? If so, you may be just the person I am looking for! Part-time needed
for every other weekend; will be approximately 15-hours per weekend. Experience and references is a must. I strongly
prefer someone looking to become a
teacher, and who is currently studying
childhood education. The job will be
located in Beachwood. I am looking
for enthusiastic individuals who love to
teach young children! Compensation
will be $15 to $20 per hour. Please reply
by email to: steve@redwoodmanagement.net
Marketing Manager – Immediate Opening. Beachwood, Ohio based multifamily housing developer is seeking
a Marketing Manager candidate. Responsibilities will include overseeing,
implementing and designing the company’s marketing goals and objectives.
The Company develops its own product
and has a reputation for quality luxury
apartments. The Company is involved
in all stages of the process including development, construction, property management as well as ownership. This is
a rare opportunity for the right person
to help create and implement an overall
marketing plan. The ideal candidate for
this position will have extensive experience in marketing, advertising and sales.
This person must be highly organized
and a self-starter with excellent oral and
written communication skills.A BA degree in business administration/marketing or equivalent work experience with
an emphasis in marketing along with advertising/marketing/sales experience is
preferred. The Company offers a competitive salary and benefits package, a
pleasant work environment & long-term,
stable employment. Interested candidates with impeccable references along
with a successful track record should
email their resume including salary history to jeff@redwoodmanagement.net
Baby sitter needed for one 8 year old
girl, occasional evenings and week ends.
Live within a mile of JCU.References
required. Compensation is $10 per hour.
If interested please call Debby at 216410-2721.

Looking for a place to advertise?

Look no further than The Carroll News
email us at carrollnewsads@gmail.com

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed or
handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped
off at The Carroll
News office with
payment.
Classified ads will
not be run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds
is noon of the
Monday prior to
publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The
Carroll News
John Carroll
Univ. 1 John
Carroll Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118
carrollnewsads@
gmail.com.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly
accept advertising in violation of this law. As a
consequence, The Carroll News will not accept
rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

